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Proudly 
Serving Clients 

Statewide

A team of experienced lawyers committed to the  
rights of the LGBT Community.

608-259-8702 • b-rlaw.com 
131 West Wilson St., Madison, WI  53703

•  Wills
•  Power of Attorneys
•  Partnership Agreements  
•  Guardianships

•  Adoption
•  Child Custody Disputes
•  Non-traditional Families
•  Mediation

DANE BUY LOCAL nnnnnn MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

MG&E 
  MGE.COM  

Joann Kelley, Director-Residential and Community Services

Why is buying local important to you and your business?

To me buying local is about building communities that are healthy, just, and 
sustainable. When it comes to local businesses, I try to put my money where 
my mouth is. I vote with my dollars. I vote for racial equity by buying from 
businesses owned by people of color. I vote for sustainable food systems 
by shopping at the farmers’ market. I vote for health by getting locally 
made products that are not transported across the country or by buying 
locally grown organic food. I am very conscious about what I support by the 
purchases I make.

I love the sense of community that comes from buying locally. I am able to 
develop relationships with the artists, farmers, shop owners and workers, 
mechanics, technicians, entrepreneurs, bakers, chefs, etc. We talk about their 
craft, issues in our community, and matters of the heart.

A local business cares about the community and feels accountable to the 
community. One of the reasons that I have worked at Madison Gas and 
Electric for over 30 years is because everyone that works there, including the 
executives, live right here in our community. That really makes a difference. 
They truly feel accountable to customers and to the community. We would 
not get that from a company with headquarters in another part of the state 
or country.

What is your connection to the LGBTQ community?

I am a gender-non-conforming lesbian and an active member of LGBTQ 
communities. My spouse, Sunshine, and I have been together for 39 years. 
We have a daughter, Sol, who is 29 years old. Being among the first lesbian 
couples to openly plan for and raise a child we spent several decades 
advocating for equity for LGBTQ families and LGBTQ youth—from schools to 
doctor offices—working to change public policy and building connections 
between diverse Madison communities. Our work for change has always 
been rooted in racial, economic, social, and ecological justice as the struggles 
are deeply interconnected. 

Do you or your business do anything charitable in the local community?

I have a long history of volunteering in the community and serving on a 
number of nonprofit boards of directors. Currently I volunteer with Proud 
Theater and Marlbourgh Park Community Gardens and serve on the boards 
of UNIDOS Against Domestic Violence, Madison Area Community Land Trust, 
Sustain Dane, Common Wealth and WEI. Over the years my involvement with 
other committees and boards include: Allied-Dunn’s Marsh Neighborhood 
Association, Study Circles on Race, Urban League of Greater Madison, Friends 
of the Financial Education Center, LGBT OutReach, and Communities United. 

Madison Gas and Electric Foundation has supported numerous projects 
and organizations in our community. As a local company, MGE focuses its 
charitable giving on the communities we serve.

EDITOR’S NOTE  nnnnnn  EMILY MILLS

NO MORE THOUGHTS AND PRAYERS 
OF COURSE I’M GOING TO TALK about Orlando. How 
could I not? It’s almost all that’s been on my mind 
since I woke up to read the gut-wrenching news that 
Sunday morning in June.

I was in Milwaukee for Pride. As I sat there trying 
to process the horrific reality that a lone gunman had 
killed 49 of my queer brothers and sisters, wounding 

dozens of others, I couldn’t help but feel my heart break at the thought 
that the sun never came up for so many beautiful lives that day. That 
they wouldn’t get to enjoy the rest of Pride month, or anything ever 
again. That there were countless other family and friends left behind, 
who now face a life without those lights, those stories, those loves.

Most of the dead were black and Latino, queer and transgender 
and probably even some straight allies. It’s crucial that we hold those 
facts up, because they matter. It was not a coincidence that this angry 
man chose that gay club on that Latin-themed night to exercise his 
rage and open fire. LGBTQ people face so much discrimination and 
violence, but it is especially true for LGBTQ people of color. 

All the thoughts and prayers in the world will not change that, will 
not improve the lives of those people forced to live in the margins and 
in fear for their lives and safety simply because of who they love or 
how they identify or the color of their skin.

What’s demanded by this tragedy—and all the others that came 
before this—is action. We’ve already seen politicians and activists 
on all sides blame the Orlando incident on everything from access to 
automatic weapons to so-called radical Islam to the shooter possibly 
being a closeted homosexual to untreated mental illness.

All of these are symptoms of a much deeper disease. They’re 
symptoms that require thoughtful response, for sure, but in the 
meantime we keep missing the larger point. Every time an angry 
young man (because it’s almost always men) picks up a gun or sets a 
bomb and determines to kill people for whatever motive he can come 
up with, the narrative tends to conveniently skip the root problem.

America is steeped in toxic ideas about what it means to be a man.
Does this excuse the shooter from responsibility for his 

reprehensible actions? Certainly not. But we teach our boys to hold in 
their emotions, to “tough it out” and not to cry, so men are statistically 
far less likely to seek out medical or mental health help when they 
need it, and tend to die earlier because of that.

We teach our boys that it’s OK to show you like someone by 
harassing them (“he pushes you down on the playground because 
he likes you!”), that they’re somehow owed emotional and sexual 
gratification by dint of being male, that women are “things” to be 
“won” and owned. We teach them that to love another man is wrong, 
is weak, is something to be avoided at all costs—whether that’s 
romantic or even platonic love. We teach them that to show any bit of 
what’s considered feminine is just as bad.

Turning to a radical ideology (and let’s be honest, it could just 
as easily have been extremist Christianity that the shooter pledged 
allegiance to, or any other perversion of a peaceful religion), venting 
your insecurity and anger through physical violence, refusing to seek 
care for a mental illness—these are tied up with toxic masculinity.

There are plenty of non-hateful, law-abiding people with mental 
illness. And there are so many peaceful, patriotic Muslims. They’re 
just all-too convenient scapegoats for our national desire to lash out 
and blame someone, something, for our pain. But we’re allowing the 
real cause to fester, unattended and ignored.

We must raise our children to respect themselves and those around 
them, even and especially those people who are different. We must 
teach our boys how to deal with rejection and failure without turning 
to violence and anger in response. We must teach them that their 
humanity is not invalidated by having emotions, by seeking help when 
needed, by loving all the parts of themselves, by expressing those 
things even (and especially) if they’re outside the norm.

The sun will rise again tomorrow and the tomorrow after that, 
regardless of what we do. But we can help ensure that more of our 
kaleidoscopic community of humans is around to witness more of 
those sunrises. n

HEALING WORDS 
I WAS VERY APPREHENSIVE to write my article (“Living to Serve,” 
May/June 2016), especially adding the part about my husband’s 
passing. It seemed too soon, too much to say, and I worried about 
what my daughter might read into it one day. 

I have received dozens of Facebook messages, directly to me and 
to Cargo Coffee’s page, from people all over Madison whom I don’t 
know, telling me how the article affected them. Some are LGBT 
people who lost partners, some shared stories of losing a parent— 
one asked me on a date! All are insightful and encouraging.  

It’s been really amazing and humbling at the same time.  
I can’t explain the response any other way. I have no regrets.  
Thank you to Emily for meeting with me, convincing me to do it,  
and editing the piece.

The only negative comment I’ve gotten, in fact, was from my mom 
asking me why I would paint a sign saying “Fudge Packers for Carpet 
Munchers” (photo included with article). That, too, was a learning 
moment for her!

All the best and thanks again,
Lynn Lee, Madison, WI

MART Y FOX is the co-founder of Fox Financial Solutions with her wife, 
Catherine Briggs, where they take on interim CFO and leadership roles 
for organizations that need them. She is also currently the Director of 
Business Operations at DAIS (Domestic Abuse Intervention Services).

VIVIENNE ANDERSEN, a full-time REALTOR® With EXP Realty, grew up 
in California, but is not at all what the Beach Boys had in mind. She is a 
member the Wisconsin REALTORS® Association and blogs about the 
Madison Real Estate market at VivienneAndersen.com.

OWEN KARCHER is a bilingual art therapist and social justice consultant 
in Madison. His practice is built on the premise that all people, but espe-
cially those of us with marginalized identities, are capable of healing and 
that we deserve to be treated with respect and integrity. He is a member 
of the Wisconsin Transgender Health Coalition, a statewide group dedi-
cated to building a state in which transgender people can thrive

In our May/June 2016 “Connect” article about PrideFest Milwaukee we 
incorrectly named Terrance Raffeet as the fest’s security director. Raffeet is no 
longer affiliated with PrideFest, and we regret the error.

CONTRIBUTORS nnnnnn LETTER TO THE EDITOR nnnnnn 

CORRECTION nnnnnn 
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BRINGING US TOGETHER TO CREATE A SPACE THAT ELEVATES ALL OF OUR SHARED COMMUNITY INTERSECTIONS.

         YOURSELF
PREVENTION FOR YOUR LIFE

This  blue pill is 92% effective at preventing HIV infection, when taken every day. 
Learn how PrEP can become part of your personal HIV prevention strategy. 

Visit us at arcw.org/prep today!

Madison: 800.486.6276  •  Milwaukee: 800.359.9272

Green Bay: 800.675.9400  •  Kenosha: 800.924.6601

PrEP_Pride_8.375x10.875_OurLives.indd   1 6/7/16   10:52 AM

Orlando.
JUNE 12, 2016
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  DIEGO CAMPOVERDE (ALIANZA LATINA)                                                                                                                                         

I THINK EVERYONE in the community, not just the 
LGBTQ community, is heartbroken by these tragic 
events. But as a gay Latino, after watching the news 
that morning, I just couldn’t believe what was going 
on. I think America is getting so used to this gun vi-
olence. Every month, every week, there’s something 
going on. That’s so unfair that so many innocent 

people have to die because of this. We have a huge issue, a huge prob-
lem here in America with gun control. It’s time to do something about 
it. We are so tired of this constant rhetoric saying that they’re going 
to do something, but nothing has been done. It plays a huge role in all 
these violent incidents that have happened. 

When it comes to the shooting in Orlando, as I said before, as a 
Latino I came to this country to find my “freedom.” I came from 
Ecuador, from a conservative city, country, family—I came here to try 
to escape and to be free, to be the person I always wanted to be. So I 
came out of the closet here, I have made a lot of great friends, and we 
started Alianza Latina. I came out to my family in Ecuador, and now 
they support me a lot; they understand better what LGBT is all about. 

That’s incredible progress for me personally, but by watching this 
incident, I felt like everything I have done is not valid anymore. It’s 
like we’re going backward with all the progress that we have been 
trying to do for the LGBT, Latino, and immigrant communities. 
It’s heartbreaking to see that all these Latinos have died because of 
this incident, because of the issue we still have in this country with 
homophobia. I feel, with all these mixed feelings, also the media is not 
portraying that this attack was to the Latino community and immi-
grants directly, to the LGBTQ Latino community. The spectrum is so 
broad, and I’m tired of just not having notice at all. 

I think it’s not fair—to the Latino community, some undocumented 
people that died in the attack as well, that came to this country to help 
their parents have a better life back in Mexico—or any of the Latin 
American countries they came from—they came here to find the free-
dom that I was looking for as well. They were just having fun, being 
happy being who they were, dancing, and they got killed. That’s very 
scary. 

My partner is from Wisconsin. I went to the movies with him, and 
it was scary—he was like, “Relax, Diego, this is exactly what this 
terrorist and the idea of terrorism in this country wants; they want you 
to be scared and hide in your home and don’t leave.” I was saying, no 
I feel it shouldn’t be like that, it cost me so much to be who I am, to be 
free. To feel like this in a movie theater is not fair. It’s not possible that 
we’re going through this again after we have accomplished so much as 
a LGBT community, that we’re going backwards. 

I think it’s very important to let the LGBTQ and the Latino commu-
nity know that here in Madison we are not alone. We have a lot of re-
sources and organizations that we can count on, and that’s why we had 
the vigil—to let the community know that we are here. If there are any 

questions or fear about this or what to do, we have bilingual counsel-
ors who are going to be able to help. Just to show the community that 
even though this horrible tragedy happened, we’re going to honor the 
victims but we’re also going to stand up for our rights and talk about 
our community and that we have resources available; that the families 
need to come and support their children. 

A lot of people are going to be going backwards, and for those that 
were very close to being happy or free, now they’re going to doubt and 
say, “OK, what is the point of me coming out if I’m going to get killed 
in a bar?” It may sound extreme, but I feel that way. All those young 
folks who are going through a hard transition feel that way. I think the 
message is not just in Madison or the U.S. I think it’s for the entire 
world that we are tired of this. We really need to somehow create new 
regulations or laws that support our community at all levels. Because 
we’re people like anyone.

CONNECT ➔ OUR RESPONSE  nnnnnn CONNECT ➔ OUR RESPONSE  nnnnnnOURLIVESMADISON.COM OURLIVESMADISON.COM

IN THE EARLY MORNING HOURS of Sunday, June 12—just as patrons of the 
Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Florida were starting to say their goodbyes at 
the end of a night of Pride revelry—a lone gunman entered the building and 
opened fire.

By the time the smoke cleared, 49 people and the gunman were dead, doz-
ens more wounded, and an entire community found itself stunned, shocked, 
confused—and grieving deeply.

The mass shooting was not the first act of violence visited specifically 
upon a LGBTQ establishment. Arson claimed the lives of 32 people at the 
UpStairs Lounge in New Orleans in 1973. Five people were injured when a 
bomb exploded at a lesbian bar in Atlanta, the Otherside Lounge, in February 
1997. A second, unexploded, bomb was later found outside. A former Marine 
shot and killed Danny Overstreet, 43, and injured six others in the Backstreet 
Cafe in Roanoke, Virginia, in 2000. The gunman, Ronald Edward Gay, 53, 
opened fire when he saw two men in the bar hug each other.

The list of other violence inflicted upon the LGBTQ community is too 
long and too painful to list here. Almost everyone who identifies as LGBTQ 
has experienced some form of aggression or violence, large and small—and 
this is especially true for LGBTQ people of color, transgender people, and 
trans women of color most of all.

That the shooter targeted a gay club during Pride month and on a night 
when it was hosting a Latinx-themed party can surely be no coincidence. 
America has a long and terrible history of discrimination and violence against 
its minority communities, immigrants, and queers.

There is no brushing aside the incredible grief and anger being felt by the 
loved ones left behind, and by a community left reeling at the latest attack 
against it. But the story of LGBTQ people is ever one of immense resiliency 
and hope. If there is any silver lining to be found in the aftermath of the Or-
lando tragedy, it may be in the resurgence of focus on the rights and respect 
still to be fought and won for our black and brown brothers and sisters, for 
our transgender loved ones, for our immigrant friends and lovers. Because 
the struggle for LGBTQ equality did not end with marriage rights, and it 
cannot end with a hateful act that others have already tried to use to drive a 
wedge between our Muslim brothers and sisters and the rest.

In Madison, several organizations and individuals immediately organized 
vigils to honor the dead, places to come together to collectively mourn and 
find strength in community. Many local LGBTQ establishments began raising 
money to support the victims’ fund. Alianza Latina went into action with a 
vigil and bilingual counseling, as well as calls for action.

We feature some of the voices and reflections of the community that came 
in response to the tragedy in Orlando and encourage you to write your own, 
either privately or publicly. We welcome your letters for possible future 
publication in this magazine.

If you’d like to help donate to the Orlando victim’s fund, visit gofundme.
com/PulseVictimsFund. Information about the response nationwide can 
be found at www.weareorlando.org. If you need to talk to someone, please 
contact the GLBT National Hotline (glbthotline.org) or the Trevor Project 
(thetrevorproject.org). n

Grief and Resiliency
In the aftermath of the tragedy in Orlando, the LGBTQ 

community in Madison comes together to grieve, remember, 
and find strength for the fight ahead.

Stanley Almodovar III, 23
Amanda Alvear, 25

Oscar A Aracena-Montero, 26
Rodolfo Ayala-Ayala, 33

Antonio Davon Brown, 29
Darryl Roman Burt II, 29

Angel L. Candelario-Padro, 28
Juan Chevez-Martinez, 25

Luis Daniel Conde, 39
Cory James Connell, 21

Tevin Eugene Crosby, 25
Deonka Deidra Drayton, 32

Simon Adrian Carrillo Fernandez, 31
Leroy Valentin Fernandez, 25
Mercedez Marisol Flores, 26
Peter O. Gonzalez-Cruz, 22
Juan Ramon Guerrero, 22

Paul Terrell Henry, 41
Frank Hernandez, 27

Miguel Angel Honorato, 30
Javier Jorge-Reyes, 40

Jason Benjamin Josaphat, 19
Eddie Jamoldroy Justice, 30

Anthony Luis Laureanodisla, 25
Christopher Andrew Leinonen, 32

Alejandro Barrios Martinez, 21
Brenda Lee Marquez McCool, 49

Gilberto Ramon Silva Menendez, 25
Kimberly Morris, 37

Akyra Monet Murray, 18
Luis Omar Ocasio-Capo, 20

Geraldo A. Ortiz-Jimenez, 25
Eric Ivan Ortiz-Rivera, 36
Joel Rayon Paniagua, 32

Jean Carlos Mendez Perez, 35
Enrique L. Rios, Jr., 25

Jean C. Nives Rodriguez, 27
Xavier Emmanuel Serrano Rosado, 35

Christopher Joseph Sanfeliz, 24
Yilmary Rodriguez Solivan, 24

Edward Sotomayor Jr., 34
Shane Evan Tomlinson, 33
Martin Benitez Torres, 33

Jonathan Antonio Camuy Vega, 24
Juan P. Rivera Velazquez, 37

Luis S. Vielma, 22
Franky Jimmy Dejesus Velazquez, 50

Luis Daniel Wilson-Leon, 37
Jerald Arthur Wright, 31

Victims’ Names We Are Orlando
Diverse voices from our community share how 

the mass shooting has affected them.

  JUNE 18    Alianza Latinas’ #United4Orlando vigil
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  JUNE 13    Madison Stands with Orlando Rally

CONNECT ➔ OUR RESPONSE  nnnnnn CONNECT ➔ OUR RESPONSE  nnnnnnOURLIVESMADISON.COM OURLIVESMADISON.COM

I recently received my PhD. At my graduation, I mentioned how 
privileged I was to be there, to be given the opportunities and support 
from family, friends, and colleagues to reach that goal. The night 
before the shooting, I celebrated with my roller derby family at the 
Wrecking Ball, our derby prom. I stayed out past 2 a.m. at the af-
ter-party. I rarely stay out that late. But it could have been “the night” 
where it happened. Ph.D. one week, another statistic that is misgen-
dered in the media the next.

I don’t have any solutions. I have some vague ideas about the need 
to build social movement organizations and to create vibrant, diverse, 
and resilient networks of activists. But all I can ask of everyone 
hurting right now is to check in with your friends and families and 
communities. Feel free to check in with me. I don’t think we’re gonna 
get through this with someone who possesses a limitless supply of 
sympathy. Brené Brown talks about empathy and shame resilience, 
and the different between empathy and sympathy. Empathy is different 
from sympathy because you are working through things together. 
Allies, I urge you to practice that empathy as well, which means 
listening, relating where you can, but also letting those folks who are 
hurting to steer the ship.

I’m going to Toronto to look for an apartment. I’m not looking for-
ward to navigating international borders as an Arab trans woman right 
now. And in the long term, I don’t know if Canada is going to be any 
better. But I am going to just take it a day at a time, practicing empathy 
where I can.

  WILLIAM FRAHM-GILLES                                                                                                                                    

I MADE IT IN TO WORK YESTERDAY. I had been plan-
ning on working from home, to try to do some good 
in the world as a way to cope with feelings that 
don’t have an articulation. I didn’t want to hear the 
fallout from the Orlando shooting, but there was an 
important meeting that you don’t just reschedule,  
so I made it in. I wasn’t expecting to be hit as hard 

as I was, stepping into a building that for many reasons I avoid, due to 
the isolation and microaggressions, on a good day.

After the third chipper “How was your weekend?” I knew it wasn’t 
going to be a great morning. You see, terrorism and mass shootings 
have become an easy “Isn’t that too bad, isn’t the world becoming 
scary?” talking point over beers or coffee or at the water cooler.

This isn’t about that, though.
This is about the daily violence and threats to personhood that 

LGBTQ+ people face on a constant basis, laid bare and made obvious 
to even those who would never give us another thought.

This is about the time I was pushed into the wall outside the  
Shamrock, called a faggot, and had someone threaten to call the  
cops on me for being gay and holding hands with someone (or rather, 
to be fair, threatening to call the cops on my date, who looked quite  
a bit older than me, who was going to “go take this little boy home  
and rape him”).

It was about the moment I was walking hand-in-hand with my 
husband and a car full of teenagers, pubescent acne still proud on their 
faces, slowed their car next to us to ask if they could get a blowjob 
when we were done.

It was about the time, arm slung over my best friend’s shoulder, a 
frat boy in a backwards cap and an undershirt pumped his drunken fist 
in the air and shouted, “I approve of your alternative lifestyle!” draw-

  ALEX HANNA                                                                                                                                         

I’M WRITING THIS as part of what I consider will be 
a long grieving and healing process. Yesterday, I 
was consumed with grief, anger, sadness, and fear. 
Today, I think I have enough energy to put some of 
the whirlwind of thoughts going on in my head into 
words. Apologies if these thoughts are somewhat 
disjointed.

What I keep coming back to about this whole ordeal is horror and 
fear. That the violence I have felt that is potentially around every cor-
ner is now in plain sight, for everyone to see. For the past few weeks, 
as I’ve drifted off to sleep, I would have visions of someone breaking 
into my house and hurting or killing me because I’m a trans woman of 
color. I didn’t need a mass murder for this to spring into my conscious-
ness. Black and Brown trans women represent the highest percentage 
of LGBTQ murders in the U.S. I know that my class position guards 
me in a way that doesn’t guard many of my sisters, but I also can’t 
help but think that my death is as close as walking past the wrong bar, 
where some (trans)misogynist / racist trash thinks he’s entitled to my 
attention and my body.

When we talk about Orlando, we need to talk about the fact that 
it was Latin night at the bar, and that most of victims are Latinx and 
Black people. The evening’s headliners were Latina trans women. We 
also need to talk about how systemic violence affects people of color 
disproportionately.

We know violence against Black and Brown people much too 
intimately in Madison and Wisconsin. There are vast disparities in 
incarceration, education, and housing—just to mention a few. And 
Black and Brown people know the racism that nurtures that violence, 
both overt and shrouded in language and microaggressions. I went to 
a vigil for the victims at the Capitol. Most of the attendees were white. 
Perhaps one or two people in attendance spoke out about the racialized 
nature of the attack on Pulse. One attendee, in an effort to talk about 
gun culture, made a comment about not feeling safe in “particular 
parts of Madison.” One of the other speakers (possibly even the same 
speaker??) commented on how diverse the crowd was that showed up. 
Senator Tammy Baldwin was there, and multiple speakers emphasized 
the importance of voting. I went to the vigil to find healing, but in the 
end just found more anger.

I’m feeling the fear of violence too intimately. Trump and his ilk 
are taking the opportunity to stoke America’s perennial anti-Arab and 
anti-Muslim flames. I know maybe two other queer Arabs in Madison, 
and no other Arab trans women. Transmisogynists and homophobes 
would kill me because I didn’t bend to their perverted whims or deign 
obediently to their attention. Anti-Arab and anti-Islamists would kill 
me because I represent a threat to Christian values and white  
supremacy.

PAUL WEISENSEL: The Barbers Closet, Hotel Washington, 21.
LYN LEANNAIS KREAM: LaCage in Milwaukee. I was sneaking in at 18.
VIRGINIA HARRISON: 620 Club, Iowa City, IA with first partner, 23.
JOANNE LEHMAN: The Timberline in Seattle. I was 35.
CEDRIC JOHNSON: PrideFest, Halsted St. in Chicago when I was 19.
RAY A HESTRES IV: Club 5, 19.
SUSIE SEIDELMAN: Dish on 2nd Street in Milwaukee, 17.
JAMES KOHLER: Teen night at Club 5, 18
JOSEPH MUENICH: Downtown Express in Eau Claire, 17
MICHELE BRIGGS: Girlbar in Chicago, 21.
JOHN BECKER: The West Pitcher Show in Green Bay, 18.
JUSTIN WILLIAMS: Club 5, 18.
DENISE CAWLEY: The Station, Milwaukee.
SUE RYAN: New Bar, 19.
CHRIS BUTLER:  Club Paradise, Carbondale, IL, 18.
MICHAEL MUSZYNSKI: Plan B.
JILLIAN CLEVEN: Orlando for spring break, 18.
CAITY STRONG: Club 5, 18.
DANA GORDON ROWE: We snuck in to Rays once when I was 16.
KELLY GAONA: Visiting my mom working at New Bar, maybe 6 or so.
ROBERT STARSHAK: The Marlin Beach and it’s Tea Dance, 21.
MATT STARIKA-JOLIVET: The Hide & Seek, Colorado Springs, 18.
KAYLA LATTER: Chicken night at Club Five, 18.
ROY BADGER: Circus on S. 2nd, Milwaukee, 19.
DAVID ACKER: Fluid, 19.
KARL REINHARDT: Jewels, New Orleans. I was 14.
BRIAN VERAGHEN: Brandy’s II in Green Bay, 22.
GARY COOPER-SPERBER: Dixie Belle Warehouse, Kansas City, MO, 9
DAVID RYAN: Studio 13, Iowa City, IA. I was 19
DAVID ROGAN-NORDSTROM: Regency East, 21.
MATTHEW DORRIS: Rain in Austin, TX. I think I was 20, maybe 19.
MARK PORTER: Going My Way, Madison, I was 18 and street-legal!
JASON WALKER-CRAWFORD: Club 432, Sioux Falls, SD, 21
ANDI BILL: Divas, Northampton, MA, 21.
DANNY ATWATER: Club 5, went on chicken night, 19.
HIDEE STROHLSON: New Bar here in Madison, I was 21.
PAUL M WALLER: Shamrock in Madison, when I was 20.
KEVIN SKROCH: Red Lion, LaCrosse,18.
JEFFREY EARL SMITH: Backstreets in Atlanta, 21.
LIZ LAUER: New Bar,18… two weeks out of high school!
TERRY CHRISTOPHER: Club Cafe, Boston, 18.
MICHAEL MUNSON: The Pivot Club, Appleton, 17.
RACHEL STRAUCH-NELSON: Club 5, 18
SANDY EICHEL: Plan B, right after my 40th birthday.
STACI MERCEDES-ISBELL: Club 5, 21.
TYLOR BEGAY: The Rock in Phoenix, AZ, 18.
JAY EDGAR: New Bar, 21.
JEFF MONTALTO: New Bar, 18.
CHRISTA LOWE: The Firehouse, Decatur, IL, 19 or 20.

R E A D E R S ’  P O L L

Your First Gay Bar
We polled our readers to find out what their first LGBT bar 

was, and how old they were when they went.

I know that my class position guards me in a way  
that doesn’t guard many of my sisters, but I also can’t help  

but think that my death is as close as walking past the  
wrong bar, where some (trans)misogynist / racist trash  

thinks he’s entitled to my attention and my body.
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MARGARET KUCERA: AmVets, Missoula, MT, 19.
KAREN DARCY: JR’s, Rock Island, IL, 21
DAVE ESPARZA: Za’s in Green Bay, I was just out of high school,18.
ALAN SANDERFOOT: Stonewall Inn, New York City, 1988.
DARYL SISSON: It was about 37 years ago in Dallas, TX, 17 years old.
CHARLIE NOLTING: Plan B! I was 18.
JOEY JADRYEV: Club 5, 18.
JULIA ORTENZIO: Club 5, Madison, 19.
ROBERT BLADE LEWIN: Madison’s Pirate Ship. I was a UW sophomore.
DINO MANIACI: The Wreck Room and Factory, Milwaukee, 1977.
MEGHAN ROED: The Gay 90s in Minneapolis, 19.
NICK GRIFFIN MILLER: The Pirate Ship. I was 17 and scared to death.
KELLY SCHULTZ: Club 5, 22.
RHONDA LANFORD: Maggie’s Bar, Eau Claire, 19.
LUNA SHEFFIELD: The New Bar, 20. I remember the Pirate Ship too.
EDDIE WOOD: Warehouse 29, Greensboro, NC, 20.
BRETT WILSON: Roscoe’s in Chicago, 17.
DANIEL ENDOW: Club 5, 17.
CHAD GODFROY: Club 5, 29.
NAN MORTENSEN: Back East, 15.
JOSH SIEDSCHLAG: JR’s, Rock Island, IL.
BRANDON ROUNDS: FIVE Nightclub, 21.
JIM VOSS: This Is It, Milwaukee, 25.
MEL FREITAG: Gay 90’s, Minneapolis, 20.
JACOB DOUGHERTY: Scooters, Eau Claire, 20 and in college at UWEC.
ANTON KAPELA: Rays in Madison, 19.
MOLLY HERRMANN: New Bar, Madison.
TIM TENDER: Burkhart’s in Atlanta, and I was 32 years old!
JASON REID: The Rainbow Room (Now The Frequency), 21.
ALEX HANNA: Zoolegger’s, Lafayette, IN, 21.
LYNN OLSON-DESCH: The Gong Show! 16?
RICHARD KILMER: The Back Door, then the Cardinal, 26.
JACOB WRIGHT: Comptons, Soho, London, UK. I was 20.
JEANNE MOE BENINK: The Brass Rail, Eau Claire, 18.
MATTHEW HAWKINS: Club 5, 19.
DIANE SCHWARTZ: Lysistrata, before I was out. 19.
JERIMIAH MCQUEEN: Ravens, Appleton, 20.
DAVE EICK: Club 5, 37.
ERIKA BROWNLEE: Il Cassero, Bologna, Italy, 20.

ing far more attention than we ever anticipated in a dark gas station 
parking lot.

It was about the time during veterinary school when I realized I had 
been casually outed by my classmates to an entire hospital of staff and 
clinicians, without having any say in who was safe enough to know I 
was trans, and spent an hour crying for the second time in a decade and 
writing an email, calling out their behavior and then telling people that 
if they really wanted to support me they would show it through action 
and not tell me they were sorry or try to hug me or anything.

And it was about those who insisted on invading my personal space 
and threatening my safety the next day by hugging me.

It is about how, in my clinical year of veterinary school, I was treat-
ing a dog who belonged to a trans teenager and had to endure the com-
ments and questions about “Well, what is that person?” and the kid’s 
mom insisting that it was her “daughter who wants to be a boy” and a 
near panic attack because dear GOD this kid is going to lose his dog 
and he needs that bond more than anyone in the fucking world and all 
people can think about is whether they should call him “he” or “she.”

This is about the fact that this narrative, this series of “near misses,” 
is counted as fucking LUCKY in our community. That is sick.

It is about my friend in high school who was beat up walking down 
State Street and landed in the ER, with us all learning at 15, 16, 17 
years old that the world is a violent and terrifying place—even more 
so if you are queer, even more so if you are gender non-conforming, 
even more so if you are a person of color, and especially so if you are a 
trans woman of color.

It is about the fact that it is still necessary to come to grips with the 
fact that you might lose it all—even your life—if you come out, and 
getting to a place so dark where that is worth it to be yourself.

It is about the isolation I have felt within the community the past few 
days, not knowing who would be able to see that and who would be so 
preoccupied with equality and proving we are “the same as everyone 
else” that they would buy into the rhetoric of an Islamic terrorist gun-
ning down ‘Mercans because they want to believe we are in a post-ho-
mophobic society and that we are all equal and we are all worthy.

It is about the shame I have felt as a white, gay, trans man with pass-
ing privilege, being categorically unable to adequately reach out to my 
QPOC brothers and sisters because I was trying to deal with my own 
shit about this shooting, and the internal conflict and inadequate action 
that comes with threatened people being forced into the role of caring 
for even more threatened people, when all we want to do is hold each 
other and collapse in a heap of tears because yes, this is traumatizing, 
and yes, this is public, but dammit—we are used to coping with grief 
and murder, and we know the drill, but this one is just too big and too 
exposed and too much to do privately.

It is about our Muslim family who grapples with twice as much 
angst and fear as the rest of us in the aftermath of such an event, on top 
of how they have been thrown under the bus so many times as an easy 

scapegoat to refuse to acknowledge that America is just fine at growing 
hateful people with easy access to weapons and a will to use them on 
its own, thank you very much.

It is about the tweets that followed from all corners of the U.S. 
stating that, “The only good thing about THIS shooting was that it was 
a gay bar,” and worse, more vile comments that were still not the first 
of their kind any of us have seen or heard.

Mostly, heartbreakingly, it is about the fact that none of this was a 
surprise. Talking with a colleague yesterday I made the comment that, 
in some sick sense, at least we know where the first situation like this 
is going to happen. The surprise in her eyes at my expectation that this 
was not an isolated incident said everything about how the constant hate 
and threat of violence is unnoticed by so many, even so many allies.

So don’t you DARE tell us we are worthy of your thoughts and 
prayers now when this shit still happens every damned day. Don’t 
you dare tell us this is an attack on America when America is set up to 
perpetuate this bullshit. Don’t you dare.

  JOHN SMALLWOOD                                                                                                                                           

“UNIDENTIFIED VICTIM.”
The massacre at the Orlando gay club Pulse is 

personal to me. I have only been able to process 
pieces of this. The whole would shut me down. Here 
is one of the many pieces:

On Monday morning, the day after the deadly 
mass shooting left 49 dead and more than 50 wound-

ed, all of the victims had been identified except for one. My mind 
quickly took me to a place two decades and a lot of self-work away. I 
became the unidentified victim.

Closeted. Hours from where I live. In the only place where I can be 
gay, be sexually attracted to men, and not judged, or worse. It is the 
middle of the night. The rest of my world can’t see me.

Gay bars rarely have windows for a reason. They are a sanctuary. I 
was in my sanctuary. A respite from the lies that keep my current world 
from disappearing in an instant if I told the truth: I am a gay man. No 

one in the bar will know my last name. No one asks. They know my 
story by looking at me. It’s a familiar one.

My family will know something is very wrong when I don’t show up 
to take my mother to church. She doesn’t drive anymore because she 
is in the early stages of Alzheimer’s. She gets great comfort in her life-
long Primitive Baptist Christian faith, which has served her well. She 
needs it now more than ever to get through this horrible time in her life 
of slowly losing her mind while her husband of 40 years dies of cancer. 
So her closeted gay son takes her to a small church in the country.

Most of the “Brothers” preach in a cadence that sounds more like 
singing than a speech. Most Sundays there is at least some mention of 
the sad state of this country when it considers men marrying men and 
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women marrying women. Sometimes the whole sermon is about the 
homosexual’s reprobate mind being an abomination unto the Lord and 
how the Lord will stop blessing Americans. The chosen ones. The cho-
sen religion. The chosen denomination. The chosen country. His favor 
will be pulled. We will not be the chosen ones anymore. Even though 
this faithful house of worship has it right, they are too few in number 
to save the country. America still must be punished, by...God. The God 
they worship...because gays might be able to marry.

The police will find my car parked blocks away. I would never park 
at the gay club. They run my plates. My name revealed. Dots connected.

So, my parents find out like that. Their world would not allow them 
to have a gay son. They will continue the denial they have lived all of 
their son’s life. The signs were there. They chose not to deal with it and 
taught their son to do the same. Carefully let him know he must do the 
same. That will not change by his murder in a gay bar by a religious 
zealot who thinks God hates gay people. They will say, “He heard the 
gunfire and ran into the place because he thought he could help.” Their 
dead—not gay—son is a hero.

Late Monday the name of the last unidentified victim was released. 
He was identified by Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer as 25-year-old Geral-
do A. Ortiz-Jimenez.  n

COLIN MURRAY: Rods, 32.
WENDY COOPER: Some place in NYC, 1979.
LYNN LEE: The Copa, Flint, MI, 17.
MICHAEL BRUNO: The Back Door, 17.
MICHAIL TAKACH: La Cage, age 15....discuss!
JEAN WENTWORTH: Club 5, 18.
NADIA ANDREWS: LaCage I was 29.
DEREK TYUS: New Bar, 15.
STACEY DULIN: New Bar, 18.
LOGAN KIRWIN: Machine in Boston, 21.
AARON ROGERS: Club 5 , 18.
PATRICK HOETH: Hotel Washington, 27.
BRIAN VOLK: New Bar, 19.
NATALIE MILLER: Walkers Pint, Milwaukee, 30.
COREY GRESEN: Roscoe’s in Chicago, 21.
BRAD PLUNKETT: Jimmy’s in Indianapolis, 22.
JANET POFF: Stage Door, Rockford, IL, 16.
LINDA LENZKE: The Back Door for Sunday Brunch, 27.
MATTHEW BASLER: Then Club 5, now FIVE, 18 or 19.
VICTORIA ECHEVERRÍA: Shamrock, 27, but I didn’t know I was gay yet!
SANDYRAE THISTLE: Back East on Wilson, 22.
KELDA HELEN ROYS: It was in Portland, OR, 15 and traveling alone.
STEVIE VENNER: Club 5, 18. Won $100, too!
DE BAVERY: Club 5, 18.
JENNIFER JUSTICE: Club 5, 18.
CALLEN HARTY: The Bistro in Dubuque, Iowa, 22. It was a downtown 

restaurant during the day. At night they locked the front door 
and closed the shutters on the windows. You had to go up a side 
street, then down a dark alley, through a door and down a flight 
of stairs to the dance floor and bar.

KELLI MARTINO: Sisters, Philly, 21.
STEVE NOLL: Rods/New Bar, 20.
STEVEN HELLER: Club 5, 19.
BRETT JUDD: Club 5, 18.
RENEE RASPILLER: Pearl’s in Lacrosse, 17.
VICKI LESSARD: Fannie’s in Milwaukee, 20.
THOMAS SCHEID: The Pivot Club, Appleton , 21.
SHAWNEE PARENS: The Brass Garden, Des Moines, 19.
GERRY COON: The Factory, Milwaukee, 22.
JASON KIVELA: Shamrock in Madison, I was 23.
JOSHUA FEYEN: The George, Dublin, Ireland. I was 23.
TYLER DOVENBARGER: Club 5, 19. God I miss that orange fence.
CRYSTAL HYSLOP: Roches in Michigan, 20.
BRIANA GEISLER: Club 5, 19.
CAMRINN SANDOW: Club 5, 18.
JOHN MAYCROFT: The Gay 90s, Minneapolis, 21.
ALOYSIUS DAHMEN: The Velvet Swing, 24.
DESIREE MATHEWS: The 620 Club, Iowa City, 18.
CHRISTINE WARD: Walkers Pint, Milwaukee, 21.
TOD LOVALD: Fannys/La Cage/Triangle, started sneaking in at 16.
SCOTT D RIPPE: The Factory in Milwaukee. The day I turned 18.
JACK FAIT: Oz in Wausau, 23 or 24.
PAUL LORENTZ: M&M, Milwaukee, 20.
CHRISTINE LEMAY: This Is It, Milwaukee, 19.
NATHAN PRINCE: The Platwood Club outside of Stevens Point, 18.
JOHN GREENWOOD: Vancouver, BC downtown (no name, painted 

orange, even the windows were painted) in 1972. I was 22 then.
MARK OLSON: The Douglas Bar, Superior, 21.
BOB MOORE: In Saginaw, MI, 18. Don’t remember the name.
LUIS RIVERA: Rainbow Room, 1998, I was 18.
KURT NICHOLSON: La Cage, Milwaukee, 18.
BONNIE SCHULTE: Club 5, 40.
MARK R. ALBRIGHT: The Townhouse, St Paul, MN. I was 20.

It is about the tweets that followed from all corners of  
the U.S. stating that, “The only good thing about  

THIS shooting was that it was a gay bar,” and worse, more  
vile comments that were still not the first of their kind  

any of us have seen or heard.

Gay bars rarely have windows for a reason. They are a sanctuary.  
I was in my sanctuary. A respite from the lies that keep my  

current world from disappearing in an instant if I told the truth:  
I am a gay man. No one in the bar will know my last name.  

No one asks.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 25
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political education tool for grassroots orga-
nizations and collectives who need support 
with demand articulation. The final draft will 
be launched in July.

  LGBT BOOKS TO PRISONERS    The trans book 
group sent out its last book, Casey Plett’s  
A Safe Girl to Love. Casey is participating in 
the group by answering members’ questions 
about her book, just as Imogen Binnie did 
for her book, Nevada. Over 25 trans women 
have read three trans-themed books together 
and shared their responses with other group 
members.

  MADISON GAY HOCKEY ASSOCIATION    We have 
a new website! Visit us online at www.mad-
isongayhockey.org. Our annual “What Gay 
Hockey Means to Me” essays are also now 
published online at www.madisongayhock-
ey.org/2015-2016-essays-announcement.

  OPEN    Madison’s LGBTQ networking group 
is pleased to announce LGBT Books to Pris-
oners as the winner of the 2016 OPEN Com-
munity Grant. LGBT Books to Prisoners is a 
donation-funded, volunteer-run organization 
based in Madison that sends books and oth-
er educational materials, free of charge, to 
LGBTQ-identified prisoners across the Unit-
ed States. In 2015 they sent over 3,000 books 
across the country. OPEN is proud to support 
their efforts with their 2016 grant. LGBT 
Books to Prisoners will use the grant to pur-
chase education and development books, 
particularly LGBTQ-friendly and -focused 
books, and to train volunteers in Wisconsin.

  OUTREACH LGBT COMMUNIT Y CENTER    After 18 
years at its current location on Williamson 
Street, OutReach has moved to a new, more 
spacious location on the city’s north side. 
The new building is at 2701 International 
Lane (Suite 101) and features an additional 
800 square feet over the old space, plus am-
ple free parking on weekends and weekdays, 
bus access, and a decrease in property rental 
costs for the organization. 

 U.W.–MADISON LGBT C AMPUS CENTER   Our 
hearts are heavy as LGBTQ communities 
in Orlando and across the country—partic-
ularly Latinx, Muslim, and Black queer and 
trans people of color—face extreme violence 
and threats of violence. June is important to 
many communities—we recognized Nation-
al LGBTQ Pride Month and Juneteenth, and 
Ramadan, all opportunities for us to remem-
ber the resilience of our communities, our 
ability to be strong with and for one another, 
and continue to hope for equity, inclusion, 

and justice. Following the Orlando shooting, 
the LGBT Campus Center was an open space 
for people to process and be in community 
with one another. We value you and you are 
important to us.

 AWARDS / RECOGNITION / GRANTS                                                               

Special thanks for those who do good

 ARC W   On Friday, May 13 eight volunteers 
from the Baird employee resource group, 
Spectrum, volunteered at ARCW in Milwau-
kee as part of the company’s “Baird Gives 
Back” week of community service. Baird 
associates and their family members donat-
ed more than 4,800 volunteer hours to help 
nearly 100 non-profit organizations as part of 
the firm’s annual “Baird Gives Back Week.” 
The firm-wide event, which was launched 
six years ago, included more than 1,350 vol-
unteers from 60 Baird offices in cities such as 
Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Houston, London, 
Milwaukee, Portland, San Francisco, Seattle, 
Shanghai, and the Twin Cities. Associates 
across the international financial services 
firm helped with projects such as preparing 
and serving food, teaching and mentoring 
children, working with seniors, cleaning up 
cities and parks, building homes, and per-
forming indoor and outdoor maintenance.

DUTCHERphotography
Weddings, Por trai ts,  Pets and Events

robandsamphoto.com

  NEWS                                                                                        

Important notes about area LGBTQ groups

 DIVERSE & RESILIENT   LGBTQ-competent re-
sources are often difficult to find in Wiscon-
sin. For those experiencing intimate partner 
violence, this is especially true, and more 
so in rural areas. In early 2017, Diverse & 
Resilient will launch a warmline for LGBTQ 
people and their loved ones who may be 
affected by intimate partner violence. This 
warmline, staffed by trained peers, will pro-
vide culturally competent safety planning, 
advocacy, and support services by working 
with state coalitions and service providers. 
Callers will be able to access resources and 

information, referrals, and safety planning 
from a peer. Diverse & Resilient is proud 
to be working with organizations across the 
state to provide this very important service to 
the community.

  FREEDOM, INC.   Over the past eight months 
over 30 organizations have been in the pro-
cess of collectively developing the Move-
ment for Black Lives (M4BL) National 
Platform to meet certain goals. The platform 
aims to: Interrupt the current set of reformist 
policies and demands being put out—in our 
name—by political candidates and others 
that are disconnected from the transforma-
tive work, needs, and visions of our com-
munities, and to serve as an organizing and 

CONNECT ➔ OUR ORGANIZATIONS  nnnnnn

Taye Diggs announced as  
honorary AIDS Walk chair

AWARD-WINNING BROADWAY, television, and film star Taye Diggs 
will be the Honorary Chair of the 27th annual AIDS Walk Wis-
consin & 5K Run. The event will take place on Saturday, October 
1 at the Summerfest Grounds in Milwaukee.

“Twenty years ago I was proud to be an original member of the 
cast of RENT on Broadway. Today, I am continuing my support 
of the fight against AIDS as the Honorary Chair of the 27th an-
nual AIDS Walk Wisconsin & 5K Run,” said Diggs. “I’m proud of what this event will do for 
people with HIV and AIDS, I’m proud that this event will continue funding to stop the spread 
of HIV in the first place, and I am honored by the invitation to help Wisconsin keep its place 
in our country as a leader in responding to this epidemic.”

“So many people have come to know the fight against AIDS through the musical RENT. 
In the 20th year of its debut on Broadway we are excited and proud to be working with Taye 
Diggs as our Honorary Chair,” said AIDS Resource Center of Wisconsin (ARCW) President 
and Chief Executive Officer Michael Gifford. ARCW produces AIDS Walk Wisconsin.

“The demands of the AIDS epidemic are greater than ever. A record number of people with 
HIV—many of whom are living in deep poverty—will turn to ARCW this year for health care 
and supportive services that will keep them alive,” said Gifford. “Our walkers are the differ-
ence between being penniless with nowhere to turn for care and living healthy with HIV.”

This spring, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, published new estimates on 
the extent of the AIDS epidemic in America. According to these estimates, 1.2 million Ameri-
cans have been diagnosed from every walk of life. HIV continues to disproportionately affect 
the gay community with gay men having a 1 in 6 chance of contracting HIV in their lifetime 
and for gay men of color the chance is 1 in 2. n
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Whether you want to provide for your loved ones, support the organizations that are 
important to you, or plan for your own comfortable retirement, I can help you plan for 
your goals. I’ll look at all aspects of your finances, then find solutions that  are right for 
your unique needs. And as your goals and needs change, I’ll be there to adjust your plan 
and help put your dreams within reach.

Call me today at 608.819.0520 to get started.

Your financial needs are unique. 

Shannon M. Anderson, CFP®, ADPA®

Financial Advisor

Eventus Wealth Advisors
A financial advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.

2501 West Beltline Hwy, Ste 301 • Madison, WI 53713 
608.819.0520 
shannon.m.anderson@ampf.com
ameripriseadvisors.com/shannon.m.anderson

Investment advisory products and services are made available through  
Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc., a registered investment adviser. 
Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc. Member FINRA and SIPC.
© 2014 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved. (7/14)

Ameriprise Financial 
is proud to be 
recognized with 

another perfect score on  
the Human Rights Campaign’s 
Corporate Equality Index.

Achieve the dream 
of home ownership

Subject to credit approval. Equal Housing Lender. Associated Bank, N.A. 
is a Member FDIC and Associated Banc-Corp. (4/12) 1336

To find out how you can get into the home of your 
dreams, call Mike today.
• Buyer’s Edge® – first-time homebuyers program
• Fixed- and adjustable-rate mortgages
• New construction loans
• Refinancing
• Providing statewide support to the community

Michael Fumelle
4402 East Towne Blvd.
608-259-4263
Michael.Fumelle@ 
AssociatedBank.com
NMLS ID: 523546

MADISONSALTERNATIVEREALTORS.COM

Susan Oshman

MADISONSALTERNATIVE@GMAIL.COM

206.1440
237.2306

 LGBT BOOKS TO PRISONERS  The group re-
ceived an honorable mention in the National 
Book Foundation’s Innovations in Reading 
Prize. The award recognizes individuals or 
organizations who discover new ways to em-
power communities through literature. 

 PERFECT HARMONY MEN’S CHORUS   This July 
marks the third time that Perfect Harmony 
will perform at GALA Festival, held this 
year in Denver. In preparation, the group per-
formed a benefit concert in Watertown this 
June with the City of Festivals Men’s Chorus 
of Milwaukee. The concert was sponsored 
in part by grants from the New Harvest and 

Cream City Foundations, allowing PHMC 
to donate all proceeds to the GSA Club at 
Watertown High School.

 Perfect Harmony has also started their 
20th season and recognized three of the orig-
inal members that are still with the group to-
day: Edward Anderson, Ken Forney, and Tim 
Vanderburg. They were presented awards for 
their service at the spring concert.

 UW HEALTH   UW Hospital and American 
Family Children’s Hospital have been rec-
ognized as Leaders in LGBT Health Care 
Quality by the Human Rights Campaign 
(HRC) Foundation. The HRC Foundation is 
the educational arm of the country’s largest 

lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender civil 
rights organization. The honor followed the 
HRC Foundation’s annual survey that en-
courages equal care for LGBT Americans. 
The survey evaluated inclusive policies and 
practices related to LGBT patients, visitors, 
and employees. UW Health believes in ev-
eryone’s right to health care and is honored 
to be recognized for efforts to be inclusive 
for all. Only 496 health care facilities in the 
U.S. received the designation.

 WI LGBT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE   In mid-May 
the Chamber held its Third Annual Business 
Awards & Expo at the Marcus Center for the 
Performing Arts in Milwaukee. The event 
brought together more than 40 vendors and 
more than 150 people. A number of Cham-
ber members were honored for their com-
mitment to building a diverse community. 
Winners were:
• Corporate Partner of the Year: BMO Harris 
Bank
• LGBT Business of the Year: Hinckley Pro-
ductions (Madison)
• Allied Business of the Year: I Do Island 
Weddings (Janesville)
• Nonprofit Organization of the Year: Bay 
View United Methodist Church (Milwaukee)
• Business Leader of the Year: Michail Tak-
ach of ManpowerGroup (Milwaukee)

 STAFF / BOARD CHANGES                                                                                        

Who’s moving on or moving into org leadership 

 FAIR WISCONSIN   Michael Louis Vinson of 
Green Bay was recently elected as the new 
Chairman of Fair Wisconsin, taking over for 
outgoing Chairman Jason Rae. Vinson calls 
Fair Wisconsin “an organization whose de-
cades-long, tireless work has improved the 
lives of countless Wisconsinites, including 
me and my family.”

 MADISON GAY HOCKEY ASSOCIATION   We ap-
preciate everything that the previous Board 
Members contributed—David Hafner, Pat-
rick Farabaugh, Dana Gordon Rowe, Simon 
Ignatowski, Dave Esparza, Chris Hommerd-
ing—the hours and heart you supply are ev-
er-impactful. 

We are excited to welcome the returning 
and  new board members: K8 Walton (Presi-
dent), Christina Libs (Vice President), Shelly 
Kennedy (Treasurer), Tim Tender (Secre-
tary), Randi Hagen, Matthew Dorris, and 
Brian Bischel.

 U.W.-MADISON   After six years as an associate 
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Milwaukee Pride Parade  
stands up for inclusion
After anti-transgender Facebook posts came to light, Milwaukee Pride Parade 
stripped its parade grand marshal of her duties, citing a commitment to inclusion. 

MIRIAM BEN-SHALOM had been asked to head up Milwaukee’s annual Pride 
parade in honor of her work to challenge the military’s ban on openly 
gay service members and activism since that time. Recent posts to social 
media concerning transgender people’s access to public facilities, however, 
including anti-transgender rhetoric, caused the organization behind the 

parade to rethink their decision, and they asked her to step down from her role. 
“We believe in a world where lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer individuals 

can live out, proud, and authentic lives without fear of bullying, discrimination, or exclu-
sion,” organizers wrote.

Rather than having a traditional grand marshal, parade organizers included a banner truck 
with the names of LGBTQ leaders who have died.

Local corporations raise  
Pride flag for month of June
AMERICAN FAMILY and CUNA MUTUAL both held ceremonies to raise the Pride flag over their 
Madison headquarters this month, in celebration of LGBTQ employees and customers.

“I’m grateful for everyone who attended the event—especially our employees who lead 
by example and help us create a workplace that is both diverse and inclusive,” said Bob 
Trunzo, president and CEO of CUNA Mutual.

“While celebrating Pride month has happened before, this is the first time we have flown 
the Pride flag in front of our headquarters,” he went on. “It’s a real—and very public—sign 
of our commitment. This is a company that values all people: as employees, as community 
members, and as our customers. Thousands of cars pass each day on Mineral Point Road 
and with this flag, we’re making a statement.”

CUNA Mutual Group has a LGBTA employee resource group called PRISM that is fo-
cused on incorporating diversity and inclusion in the workplace. PRISM promotes a diverse, 
inclusive, and equitable work environment where everyone has the opportunity to participate 
irrespective of gender expression, identity, or sexual orientation to create a workplace where 
people feel connected and welcomed.
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 AUGUST 14    ARCW   Come join Novice Sister 
Masquerade da Ballz at the Red Dresss Ball, 
which raises money for ARCW and the Ab-
bey of the Brew City Sisters. This will be a 
fun filled event with food, entertainment, and 
drinks! So come join the fun and don’t forget 
to wear RED! It’s all happening at the Hot 
Water Wherehouse in Milwaukee on Sunday, 
August 14 from 4:00 to 9:00 p.m.

SAVE THE DATE
 SEPTEMBER 22  Independent Living, Inc. is a 
nonprofit organization offering in-home ser-
vices, home health care, and senior living 
communities. Help them and have a fun day 
of golf at University Ridge Thursday, Sept. 
22. Registration is easy. Go online at www.
independentlivinginc.org/support-our-work.
html or call Arlen Moss, Fund Development 
Director, at 608-274-7900.

  SEPTEMBER 23   OutReach Banquet

  OCTOBER 16   GSAFE Trick or Trot 5K Run

  OC TOBER 1    AIDS Walk Wisconsin & 5K 
Run along the Milwaukee Lakefront. Regis-
ter now: aidswalkwis.org.

608.577.4277 | quigleydecks.com

QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP + QUALITY MATERIALS = LASTING BEAUTY

Locally owned. Community focused.

SHOULD
HAVE
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RUN

Sedrick Huppert
licensed massage therapist
license #12960-146

715 .495 .9865
sedrickhuppert lmt@gmail.com

25% OFF YOUR FIRST  
THREE MASSAGES

time2remodel.com

Looks like it’s…

Looking for your  
new tranquil bathroom?

professor in the Communication Arts depart-
ment at the U.W., Karma Chavez is taking a 
position as associate professor of Mexican 
American and Latino/a Studies at the Univer-
sity of Texas-Austin.

  CALLS TO ACTION                                                                    

Where and how you can help

 FAIR WISCONSIN   We are horrified and heart-
broken by the tragedy in Orlando. This act 
of hatred deepens our resolve to uproot ho-
mophobia, bigotry, and discrimination any-
where it exists. The majority of victims were 
people of color and members of the LGBTQ 
community. This is a sobering reminder that 
although many advancements toward equality 
have been made, the hatred and desire to harm 
to our community is alive, well, and empow-
ered by a culture of increasing violence and 
intolerance in our country.

A donation page has been set up by Equal-
ity Florida. Please consider helping the vic-
tims and families of Pulse Nightclub atgo-
fundme.com/PulseVictimsFund

 LGBT BOOKS TO PRISONERS   Since the begin-
ning of 2016, LGBT Books to Prisoners has 
sent over 5,000 books to queer people in pris-
ons and jails across the country. To keep up 
with the hundreds of requests they receive 
each month, they are particularly in need 
of gay books, fiction and non-fiction alike. 
If you have books to donate, please email  
lgbtbookstoprisoners@gmail.com.

 OPEN    We are seeking individuals who are 
interested in joining one of OPEN’s commit-
tees. The External Committee coordinates 
our events, from scouting locations to im-
plementing networking activities that keep 
our gatherings fun and relevant. The Internal 
Committee oversees aspects of OPEN mem-
bership, from valuable benefits to recruit-
ment, in addition to OPEN programming.

Committees meet once a month and are 
asked to bring dedication, high energy, pro-
fessionalism, and creativity to the table. In-
terested? Email us at info@openmadison.org.

  STAGEQ    Madison’s LGBTQ community the-
ater company is seeking applicants to fill an 
open seat on their Board of Directors. StageQ 
is looking for people with a passion for the-
ater, a grounding in political realities, and a 
spirit of playfulness. The level of commit-
ment for Board Members is as follows:

• Must be passionate about theater and/or 
contributing to the success of StageQ, Inc.
• Able to fulfill a 2-year minimum term com-
mitment.
• Must be able to attend Board meetings, 
which are held for 2–3 hours on the fourth 
Sunday of every month.
• Must be willing to contribute to the open 
dialogue at the Board meetings to further the 
objectives of the company.
• Must be willing to produce or co-produce at 
least one show over the course of your term.
• Current need of the Board is to provide ad-
ministrative and marketing support for our 
Development Committee and/or Volunteer 
Coordinator. 

Please submit your name and briefly tell us 
why you would like to be considered for the 
seat. All applicants will be considered. Send 
to info@stageq.com.

  UPCOMING EVENTS                                                                                        

Plan ahead to join in

 JULY 19    WI LGBT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE   The 
Chamber will host their “Out in the Kitchen” 
food tasting on July 19 at Pier Wisconsin/
Discovery World in Milwaukee from 6:00 to 
8:00 p.m. A huge thank you to Pick ‘n Save 
for serving as the presenting sponsor.

This event is a food tasting featuring 
Chamber members who are restaurants, ca-
terers, and others in the food industry that 
share our pro-fairness values. Come and sam-
ple some delicious food and network with 
great friends! Tickets are only $25 through 
July 8. In addition to entrance to the event, 
you’ll receive a complimentary drink ticket. 
More at www.wislgbtchamber.com.

  JULY 20    CREAM CIT Y FOUNDATION   On July 
20 the Milwaukee-based LGBTQ organi-
zation will be hosting its annual “My Best 
Friend is Straight” summer party and fund-
raiser. This year, the event will be held at 
the Marcus Center for the Performing Arts 
at 929 N. Water Street in Milwaukee, and is 
billed as “an evening of frivolity and food 
for gay and straight friends.”

 JULY 21–24    GSAFE   Leadership Training In-
stitute, or LTI, is GSAFE’s hallmark student 
event, a four-day summer camp that helps 
students take their activism, organizing, and 
leadership skills to the next level. The camp 
will be held in Madison over July 21–24 and 
registration is open now at gsafewi.org.

CONNECT ➔ OUR ORGANIZATIONS  nnnnnn STATE OF WISCONSIN JOINS LAWSUIT AGAINST FEDERAL  
TRANSGENDER BATHROOM MANDATE

Wisconsin joined 10 other states in a lawsuit aimed at defying federal guidance directing schools 
to let students use bathrooms and locker rooms that match their gender identities. 

The suit alleges the Obama administration has “conspired to turn workplaces and educational 
settings across the country into laboratories for a massive social experiment” and demands 
that the federal court declare the guidance unlawful, block enforcement of it, and prevent the 
administration from issuing new guidance.

The order came from the U.S. Departments of Justice and Education and reinforced an earlier 
2014 guidance from the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights saying that Title IX 
covers discrimination on the basis of gender identity. If states fail to comply, there is the threat of 
the loss of federal funding for schools.

Wisconsin Attorney General Brad Schimel said in a statement that after talking to Gov. Scott 
Walker, he decided to join the lawsuit to challenge the administration’s “latest power grab.” The 
suit was filed in a federal court in Texas on behalf of Alabama, West Virginia, Tennessee, Arizona, 
Maine, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Utah, Georgia, Wisconsin and two school districts in Texas and 
Arizona.

Rep. Mark Pocan issued a statement in response to the move by the Walker Administration and 
state AG, calling it “a poor and pitiful attempt to catch a dying wave of shameful political attacks 
on transgender youth in an effort to advance an antiquated ideology.

“Instead, we should be looking to support policies in our schools that make students safer, not 
eliminate protections for some of our most vulnerable students,” Pocan went on to state. “Many 
of our country’s leading education groups including the National PTA and the National Education 
Association have embraced these federal guidelines, signaling they would provide students with 
safe and welcoming schools. I couldn’t agree more. We cannot lose sight of the fact that these are 
students who want nothing more than to live authentic lives free of discrimination.”
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THE EVENING AFTER the first new player clinic I went to IHOP and ate 
two entrees, then went home and watched six hours of hockey games on 
YouTube. 

It was my first hockey season, despite first pulling on skates at age 
three. I’ve played competitive sports since age five, and every team is 
a little different. Every season has its own challenges. This year, while 
learning a new sport was a challenge, my biggest struggle was mostly 
off-ice: confronting my gender identity. 

The inclusive atmosphere cultivated from the word go in the MGHA, 
and the people I became friends with through the season, made coming 
out to my teammates and later the rest of my friends and family a far 
simpler experience than it could have otherwise been. 

Moving to the Midwest after growing up in Massachusetts was a bit 
of a culture shift, even with the understanding that Madison is quite 
liberal in comparison to the rest of the state. Gender role expectations 
played a little heavier into everyday interactions, even within the queer 
community. I found myself dreading otherwise enticing work opportuni-
ties because I’d have to wear feminine business clothing, rather than my 
day-to-day jeans and a hoodie. I’d grown accustomed to the groaning of 
friends in college about formal clothing, so it came as a surprise when 
many of my coworkers sounded like they actually enjoyed putting on 
dresses and makeup. It became clear to me pretty quickly that something 
else was going on for me, that it wasn’t just being gay and not liking to 
dress up that was bothering me. 

Playing sports growing up meant that I constantly defined myself as 
an athlete. Being an athlete meant I got to express myself on the court or 
field, whatever the designated playing surface was that day. It also meant 
that I got to wear sweats as my peers were experimenting with miniskirts 
and tight shirts because I was always coming from or going to sports 
practice. 

Upon leaving college and moving to Madison, I lost 
that label for a while. I tried a few different sports and ac-
tivities; soccer, karate, yoga, Crossfit, marathon training, 
but nothing stuck. I started playing softball with Badger-
land last summer, which got me connected with a second 
softball league, and soon I was playing three times a week 
and started being able to call myself an athlete again. 

Getting into the MGHA was another step in the 
direction of feeling comfortable and confident in my skin 
again. Starting to play in the MGHA was like coming 
home, where home is a semi-resurfaced sheet of ice and a 
rowdy crew in the locker room. 

My identity as an athlete had a huge impact on my 
internal dialogue around gender. Much of the sports I had 
played prior to the MGHA were highly gendered, and 
even coed sports had rigid rules about how many girls 
had to be on the field at any given time. I was terrified 

that by coming out, I would lose everything I had worked hard to gain 
back over the last year. The relaxed coed play of the MGHA gave me the 
space to contemplate what transitioning while maintaining my identity as 
an athlete would look like. 

A lot of the MGHA essays talk about finding a community, and they 
all use the phrase “LGBT.” I’ve been a part of several gay communities, 
but never one as gender identity inclusive as the MGHA. From shining a 
light on “Hey some of your teammates might be trans” at the new player 
orientation, to making sure everyone on the team knew what pronouns 
their teammates preferred, I found reason to hope that being true to my 
gender identity wasn’t going to turn me away from the new-found friend-
ships and inklings of community. 

Even with an extended internal dialogue and the experience of seeing 
happy trans and non-binary hockey players, it still took me four months 
into the season to say the words “I’m trans” out loud to another person. 
From there, it was like a Band-Aid was ripped off, and each positive, 
affirming reaction made me want to tell another person, so that four 
months after that first admission I’ve come out at work, come out to my 
400+ Facebook friends, and started hormones. I’m fairly certain I never 
would have made it here without the MGHA. 

There’s one final anecdote that set me on the path of writing this as 
my MGHA story. The weekend I decided to come out to my teammates, 
I had gone to the Twin Cities to see Minnesota play Wisconsin, and 
while sitting in my hotel room Sunday morning, I hastily typed out a 
coming out email to the team. I spent an hour deciding what to title it, 
another 30 minutes deciding whether I was ready to send it, and at least a 
shower-length regretting sending it before reading any of the responses. 
At my MGHA game that night, after a day of being buoyed by positive 
responses, I scored my first goal of the season.  n
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Madison College. Find your Happy Place.

— Lucìa Nuñez, vice president for Equity, Inclusion  
 and Community Engagement
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“I’m happy because

“At Madison College, embracing diversity in its many forms  
is not only a commitment – inclusiveness is a top priority!”

all are welcome here.”

A lot of the MGHA essays talk about finding a community,  
and they all use the phrase “LGBT.” I’ve been a part of  

several gay communities, but never one as gender identity 
inclusive as the MGHA.

Team Spirit
Madison Gay Hockey Association’s annual essay contest  
winner Logan Kirwin talks about transition, acceptance,  
and the queer athletic community.

Badgerland Softball, badgerlandsoftball.com
The Badgerland Softball League is a LGBTQ and supportive alliances social organization structured 
around the sport of softball and designed to promote and advance the health, social structure, and 
equality of the Madison area LGBTQ community. Co-ed, women’s, and recreational play happen over 
the summer months.

Honeymooners Bowling League, facebook.com/honeymoonersbowlingleague
Honeymooners is Madison’s longest running Gay/Gay friendly bowling league and is open to all 
members of the Madison and area community—gay, straight, or otherwise. We’re an all-inclusive 
league, and pride ourselves on having a fun time bowling no matter what your walk of life or 
bowling skills. Bowling is held on Monday evenings at Village Lanes on Madison’s near eastside, 
usually starting in early October, and running for approximately 29 weeks. We’re always recruiting 
new bowlers/teams.

Madison Minotaurs Rugby, madisonminotaurs.com
The Madison Minotaurs Rugby Club is an all-inclusive team dedicated to providing everyone, 
without discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, age, sexual orientation or national origin, 
the opportunity to learn and play the great sport of rugby. The Madison Minotaurs is Wisconsin’s 
first and only IGR (International Gay Rugby) team. In addition to playing rugby, we regularly help 
support local charity and arts events. Our Spring 2016 season will culminate with the Madison 
Minotaurs playing in the Bingham Cup (this year in Nashville, TN), a biennial international gay 
rugby tournament with dozens of participating teams from around the world. Interested players 
are encouraged to read more about the team online and to reach out to us at madisonminotaurs@
gmail.com. Our Fall 2016 season will kick-off with a Rugby 101 session (date TBD) where prospective 
players are encouraged to come out and learn about the game and meet the team.

Mad Rollin’ Dolls, madrollindolls.com
Madison’s premier flat track roller derby league will be offering a summer boot camp to anyone 
interested in learning basic skating skills, how to play roller derby, or how to up their game, with 
classes at three different skill levels (level one is open to people of all gender identities, levels two 
and three are open to female-identified/non-binary skaters only). Find out more at our website. 
Tryouts for home-team league play will be held in August and September, with the home season 
kicking off December 10 at the Alliant Energy Center.

Mad Men Roller Derby
Mad Men is a men’s roller derby league inclusive of transmasculine identified and non-binary folks. 
No prior skating experience required. Email madmenrollerderby@gmail.com for more information.

Madison Gay Hockey Association, madisongayhockey.com
The Madison Gay Hockey Association is the place to learn to skate, play hockey, and have fun!  
We are a nonprofit, co-ed hockey league for the LGBTQ+ community. Looking to get involved? 
Contact us at recruiting@madisongayhockey.org or madisongayhockey.org/joining. Clinics start 
September 4, games start in October, and the MGHA Classic Tournament happens in late April  
every year. MGHA also hosts the annual Blades Against AIDS fundraiser in early December.

Madison Gay Volleyball, madisongayvolleyball.com
Madison Gay Volleyball is a non-profit sports league in Madison, dedicated to the area’s LGBTQ 
community and our straight friends. Our mission is simple: through the game of volleyball,  
MGV strives to provide its members and the community an active and healthy social outlet,  
and a supportive environment that nurtures participants on and beyond the court.  
Play runs throughout the summer.

LGBTQ+ Sports Directory

Madison Minotaurs
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I AM ENDLESSLY FASCINATED by humans. I have 
never been good with gender roles. I have a 
knack for seeing right through the bullshit, and 
I have an insatiable curiosity that drives me to 
do things a little on the outside of the norm. All 
of these things helped bring me to the stage.

From singing and dancing in plays since I 
was 8 to standing alone on a dark basement 
stage talking about boobs and making people 
laugh, I have found that laughter is such a 
powerful tool. It eases the stress and pain of 
everyday life. It opens up the door to hard 
conversa-tions. It has the power to make you 
think about the things most people are afraid to 
discuss. Making people laugh is my drug.

I have always enjoyed performing. I’d done 
musicals and plays throughout my life up until 
I had kids. When you have little ones, it’s very 
difficult to have the rigorous rehearsal and 
performance schedule required to put on a 
good show. It’s even harder when you become a single mom and have to 
juggle that and work three jobs to put food on the table and pay the bills. 
I gave up on theatre for a time. I joined a few different bands, but again, 
it was hard to commit to the schedules while taking care of my kids.

I taught myself how to play guitar so that I just needed myself to work 
around. I played for a while, started an open mic night at the Alchemy, 
which I ran for about three years. In that time I also started my own 
business, NessAlla Kombucha. As I was slowly becoming less and less 
de-pendant on other jobs to pay the bills, I had more free time to explore 
my artistic side.

In 2010 I was introduced to Monkey Business Institute with free 
tickets from Dylan Brogan who interviewed NessAlla for the Wisconsin 
Farm Report. I went to one show and knew these were the people I want-
ed to be around. I wanted to be on that stage doing improv, which was 
like watching brilliant magic unfold before my eyes. Not having much 
money, I scraped together what I could in order to start taking classes. 
It was an amazing time. NessAlla was growing and I found something 
I really loved that also worked with my schedule. With improv, there is 
nothing to memorize, only skills to hone and funnies to be had.

In 2011 I was accepted into the MBI troupe with two other people, 
Casem AbuLaghod and John Steeno. I had only a small amount of 
improv experience under my belt and suddenly a huge amount of stage 
time. It helped me realize that I have been a performer, in one way or 
another, for 30 years. I love the stage, I love the reactions, I love to per-
form—but for all of that I was super insecure about it. There were these 
people that had been doing improv for so long and are so good at it. The 
stress left me with a migraine that lasted for six weeks straight.

Eventually, I loosened up. I was still in classes and had to learn to get 
out of my head. Like any-thing, the more you do it, the easier and more 
naturally you can do it. Once that was conquered, I moved to stand-up 

comedy. I’d go to shows just to watch because 
the thought of actually doing it would send me 
into a real panic attack. I am not an anxious 
person. This comedy stuff was throwing me 
for a loop, but I loved the fact that something 
about the stage was making me so nervous and 
excited. It was something that mattered to me.

I did a few open mics, but eventually 
stopped going. The comedy community at 
the time was seriously male dominated. Not 
that everything I get involved in isn’t. I mean, 
c’mon, see how many professions you can 
name that aren’t. There were very few female 
comics, and the ones that were around didn’t 
bond like the guys seemed to. Not to men-
tion comics of all kinds are naturally kind of 
awkward, myself included. I also never stuck 
around very consistently.

I decided that this year I wanted to focus on 
comedy again. I opened up my satchel of fucks 

to be given and noted its emptiness. Plus, the scene has changed and is 
a lot more welcoming. It feels like there are many new comics and they 
really want to be more inclusive. Which is great be-cause being a comic 
can be terrifying and very lonely.

Growing up I was always “one of the boys” until that fateful transition 
year of puberty. Then it was weird, never quite the same, and I hated 
that. Why couldn’t I still be one of the boys? I like girls, too. I also like 
boys. I like wearing pants and dresses. I like getting dirty and rowdy and 
tak-ing insane chances and I like to be treated like a queen. It’s made it 
tricky to hang with both boys and girls, frankly, but luckily now I have 
this empty satchel of fucks. I’ve reached a point in my life where I just 
have to be who I am. The more I do that, the more happy I am in my life 
and the easier it is for people to be open and accepting. All these things 
help with playing many different roles. It helps push the comedy limits 
and fuels my creative fire.

I plan on continuing to do stand-up and improv. I had a chance to 
headline La Bomba Water’s Rated Her Series and that was a blast of 20 
solid minutes. Rated Her is an all female comedy and acoustic showcase. 
It’s a great show to be a part of as a female comic in town. I would like 
to be-come more involved in the comedy scene, doing more shows, 
hosting and maybe even starting my own show bi-monthly featuring a 
handful of comics and giving them a bit more time on stage. I feel like 
that sort of 10-minute slot is hard to find but important for comics to 
practice. Comedy is a part of our lives that is essential for not taking 
ourselves and our world so seriously, but also being able to hold a light 
up to things that need to be picked apart. We need it. We need each other, 
and goddamnit, we need to laugh.

You can catch Vanessa as a member of the Monkey Business Institute 
(www.monkeybusinessinstitute.com) and hosting the monthly Hyperbole 
stand-up show at The Fountain (122 State St.).  nz

Photographed by Samantha Dutcher.

A Life, Improvised
Vanessa Tortolano could have rested her laurels on co-founding and running the popular NessAlla Kombucha company, but the 

draw of improv and stand-up comedy brought her into a world where laughter was the necessary medicine. 

MICHAEL DOWDEN: Hamburger Mary’s, Long Beach, CA, 18.
MARLO DARKEN: Club Five, 19, for 18+ nights.
CHAD DUJMOVIC: LaCage, 21.
KARIN WOLF: St. Louis, MO in the 80’s. My first real “home” bar was 

the New Bar at Club de Wash.
SHAWN RAMSEY: Za’s in Green Bay, 25?
ROBERT BENOY: New Bar, 19.
LOUISE STOUT: Barber’s Closet, 38.
MICHAEL BRIDGEMAN: Bar of unknown name in South Bend, IN, 25.
DERRICK HARRIS: Ravens in Appleton, 21.
SALVADORE TORRES: Brass Rail, Hillcrest, San Diego, 21.
SCOTT B. THORNTON: Za’s in Green Bay, 1985. I was legal.
RITA ADAIR: Back Door in Madison, 18.
MONICA PEASE: Nightingales, Milwaukee, 27.
SHAQUITA T. GRIFFIN: Rainbow Lounge, Milwaukee, 22.
ANDREA ROBINSON: Scandals in Asheville, NC, 18.
KYLE RICHMOND: Bullwinkle’s in Bloomington, IN. I was 21.
DENITA LONG: Club Park Avenue, Mobile, AL. I was 18.
AL SILVER: College Station in Bryan, TX, 23.
BEN COBLENTZ: Club 5, 22.
DARLA LANNERT: Townhouse Bar, Minneapolis. I was 49.
GABRIEL LOREDO: Plan B when I turned 19.
TARA DIRTH: Dance Bar in Iowa City, 21.
VICTOR CRENTSIL: Woody’s in Philly, 22.
KIM NEMACHECK: New Bar, 18.
MARK R MARIUCCI: Ricky Lounge in Green Bay, 19.
ANTOINETTE JOY COLES: Rod’s. I think I was 32.
WILLIAM EARLE SMITH: Hula’s, Honolulu, 16.
JENNIFER SAHRLE: Admirals in Provincetown. I was 17.
ED PRUESSING: Club 5, 18.
KATY CONLEY: Pearls, Burlington, VT. I was 23.
SUSAN BUZBY: New Bar at Hotel Washington, 27 years old.
SARAH BOTTJEN: Gay 90s, Minneapolis, 20.
SOPHIA OTT: Club 5, 18.
ZACHARY SCHWALLER: Plan B in Madison,18.
GEORGE SCHNEIDER: Club 5, 17.
ALAN STROZAK: Giovannis in Champaign, IL, 1977.
GAVIN LOGAN: Club 5, 17.
MEGAN FONSTAD: Ravens in Appleton, 21.
ANDREW BRAUSEN: Club 5
PATTI ABRAMS-KLICKO: Club 5. I was 45.
KELLY STAERZL: Club 5, 22.
SUSAN BAILEY: Trax, Washington, DC. I was 23.
FRANCIS ARDEN: Cherry in West Hollywood, 21.
STEFAN STRANDBERG: Shamrock, probably 26ish?
ADAM SCHROEDER: Ravens in Appleton, 26.
MELISSA PEYTON: New Bar, 24.
ANNEMARIE KALSON: New Bar, 18. Still miss it.
BABS ROCKAFELLER: Plan B, 18.
LAURIE GUILBAULT: The Platview in Stevens Point, 18. 
DAVID MAHONEY: Rod’s was my first, 28.
ANGELA BÄRWOLF: Club 5, 22.
STEVEN RUSH: The “Bar” in Carbondale, IL. 18.

R E A D E R S ’  P O L L

Your First Gay Bar
We polled our readers to find out what their first LGBT bar 

was, and how old they were when they went.
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MICHAEL GRINDLE: The New Bar, 24.
DAVID WELLS: Either ‘Back Door’ or ‘Manhole’ in Green Bay, 20.
SUSAN BREITBACH: Somewhere off Regent St., by a bike shop now. 

You had to enter through the back after stepping between two 
buildings. That’s how it all was then, in the shadows.

SARAH VILACRUZ: Apple Island Dances (I think that was the name) 
woman-only dance nights that rotated venues throughout  
Madison in the mid-80s. I was probably 21.

DARREN KITTLESON: New Bar, 21.
LARRY DAVIS: A gay western bar in Austin. All the men had on  

cowboy hats and we’re two stepping.
SHAUN DOW: LaCage, Milwaukee, 19.
TIM JOHNSON: Gay 90s, 35.
JILL MUENICH: Tattoos in LaCrosse, 17.
MICHELE PERREAULT: A place in Appleton, with my now wife (togeth-

er 22 years). I was 26. 
BRENDA SEGGERMAN: The Garden, Des Moines, 24.
JAKE PARADEIS: Touchez, Sioux Falls, SD, 18.
SHANNON BLASKOWSKI: Shari’s Back East Bar (now Come Back In), 28.
JORDAN BINGHAM: Utopia, Indianapolis, 21.
DERECK BARR-PULLIAM: Incognito, Memphis, 18.
JO BASSLER: Lysistrata and Going My Way, 21 or 22.
HEATHER STOUDER: The Ten, Indianapolis, 21.
KATIE GAGLIANO: The Garden in Des Moines, 21.
ELISA DERICKSON KRUEGER: The Main Club, Superior, 22.
ALI TREVIÑO-MURPHY: Club 5 when I was 18.
JULIET DARKEN: Club Five, 18.
MARCELLE RICHARDS: Some bar in Fresno. Maybe 16?
KENNETH KUSIAK: Za’s in Green Bay, 20.
GILLIAN BLAKE: Back East, Madison, 18 or 19.
BRENDA SWENSON: Lysistrata, 21.
KRISTEN BEYERSDORFF: Club Night Out, Stevens Point, 20.
CHAD RICKERT: Za’s in Green Bay, 24.
MARY MULLEN: Going My Way when I was 37 or 38.
JIM BERGER: Doris’ Super Bar, Appleton, 28.
CINDY CRANE: I was 21. My friends and I were visiting D.C. and 

stepped into a gay bar by accident, at least it seemed like an 
accident. We stayed.

LIZA LIGHTFOOT: Lysistrata.
RON GRATZ: Five, 32.
SPENCER MICKA: Hamburger Mary’s in Cedar Rapids, IA. I was 18.
CRAIG BERGER: Pivot Club in Appleton, 22ish.
ROBIN DOEMEL REID: I was 23, in Madison. The bar was on Park street 

and has been gone a long time now.
CRIS SOLUNA: I was 26, Myrna’s in Fond Du Lac (then 1101West and 

Pivot in Appleton)
JEFFEREY KIZIOR: LaCage NiteClub /react-text , Milwaukee, WI - 21
CINDY HOGAN: Club 5 in Madison, 39.
DAN ROSS: Snuffy’s Saloon, Austin, Texas, 20.
MICHAEL LANDIN: Club 3054, in Madison. I think I was 20.
RANDY UDELL: Tracks, Washington D.C., 22.
CARL CLIVER: Rod’s in the former Hotel Hotel Washington, 17.
JEREMY PAGEL: The Gay 90s, Minneapolis, 19.
JOSH COLLIER: Club 5, 19.
JOANN KELLEY: Road trip with 3 other lesbians from Michigan to Mil-

waukee in 1976. Don’t know the name of the bar. 21 years old.
DUANE HERRON: Hooterville Station, Toledo, OH, 17.
ARTHUR DURKEE: It might have been in Ann Arbor, but I can’t re-

member they even had a gay bar before 1985. It was probably in 
Madison at Hotel Washington when I was in my late 20s.

JESS ANDERSON: Pirate Ship, Fairchild St., Madison, 1971?
MAUREEN BRADY: New Bar, how we still miss Hotel Washington! 16.
BARRY AVERY: The New Bar, 28.
STORMY-KITO DIANE JUSTICE: Club 3054. Madison. I was 18.

OURLIVESMADISON.COMCONNECT ➔ OUR PAGES  nnnnnn

THE ARGONAUTS, by Maggie Nelson. Greywolf Press, 2015. A book of 
vignettes that reads like a zine in making the personal public, recon-
textualizing intimacy and family in queer terms and peppered with 
brilliant excerpts from art, literary, and intellectual figures of the 20th 
Century. Exciting and intellectually engaging work from a Guggen-
heim fellow and social critic. 

BEING JAZZ: MY LIFE AS A (TRANSGENDER) TEEN, by Jazz Jennings. 
Crown Books, 2016. Jazz Jennings, who became famous at age six 
for appearing on Barbara Walters to talk about her transition the year 
before, talks about family, fame and her role as an activist in this 
upbeat memoir.

CUT BOTH WAYS, by Carrie Mesrobian. HarperCollins, 2015. A high 
school senior is bounced between his wealthy mother and struggling 
father, and finds refuge in his best friend’s bed, despite his devotion to 
his younger girlfriend. Honest and bracing.

GUAPA, by Saleem Haddad. Other Press, 2016. In the Arab Spring a gay 
man’s secret is revealed, his friends are rounded up, and young people 
are hungry for change. On the eve of a marriage and a revolution, a 
story about stubbornly hanging on to hope when denial is no longer an 
option.

HIDE, by Matthew Griffin. Bloomsbury, 2016. A portrait of two rural 
gay men and domesticity in 1950s North Carolina, spanning the latter 
half of the 20th Century. One is a WWII vet, the other a taxidermist; 
they are definitely country people. As they grow old, become frail, and 
dementia sets in, they no longer have anything to hide.

HIGHLY ILLOGICAL BEHAVIOR, by John Corey Whaley. Dial Books, 2016. 
In this witty and heartbreaking novel an anxiety-ridden boy lets a 
young couple into his closed-off world.

LIZARD RADIO, by Pat Schmatz. Candlewick Press, 2015. For a gender 
non-conforming teen at summer camp, everything is science fiction 
dystopia. Winner of the 2015 James Tiptree Jr. award from WisCon, 
the national feminist science fiction convention held each year in 
Madison. Schmatz is a Wisconsin-born author. 

THE NEW MUTANTS: SUPERHEROES AND THE RADICAL IMAGINATION  
OF AMERICAN COMICS, by Ramzi Fawaz. New York University Press, 
2015. U.W.-Madison assistant professor Fawaz spins queer theory and 
politics in a study of comic books and worldmaking from the Fantas-
tic Four to the X-Men. 

ORIGINAL FAKE, by Kirsten Cronin-Mills. Putnam, 2016. A gender-bend-
ing The Family Fang for the teenaged, underground art set.

UNDER THE UDALA TREES, by Chinela Okparanta. Houghton Mifflin, 
2015. With a backdrop of civil war in Nigeria, Ijeoma falls for another 
girl from a different ethnic group and religion. After their taboo is 
discovered, Ijeoma turns to Christianity and finds a church that’s more 
than what it seems. A daring political novel about LGBTQ life in West 
Africa and enduring love despite religion, patriarchy, and violence. 

LGBTQ Reading Room
Current LGBTQ reading with Madison librarians Ed Graves  
and Beth McIntyre. Visit linkcat.info to request these titles with 
your library card.
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  JULY  

9-10
ART FAIR OFF THE SQUARE

Between the Capitol  
& Monona Terrace

Art Fair Off the Square brings 
together 140 Wisconsin 
exhibitors and includes 

food as well as unexpected, 
spontaneous happenings. The 

show features ceramics, art 
glass, painting, fiber, sculpture, 

jewelry, graphics, paper-
making, photography, wood, 

and more.
artcraftwis.org

22
STAGEQ PRESENTS  
“CASA VALENTINA”

Bartell Theatre

“Casa Valentina” brings us 
back to the Catskills in 1962. 

Most men went to the Catskill 
Mountains to escape the 

summer heat, but others took 
the two-hour drive to escape 

something else entirely: being 
men. Nestled in the land of 

dirty dancing and borscht belt 
comedy sat an inconspicuous 
bungalow colony that catered 

to a very special clientele: 
heterosexual men whose 

favorite pastime was dressing 
and acting as women. At the 
Bartell Theatre in Madison.

www.bartelltheatre.org

23
CULTURE CLUB

Marcus Center for the  
Performing Arts

Known for dominating the 
charts worldwide with their 
classic hits including “Karma 
Chameleon,” “Do You Really 
Want to Hurt Me” and “Miss 

Me Blind,” Culture Club will be 
making a stop in Milwaukee 
at the Marcus Center for the 

Performing Arts on Saturday, 
July 23 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets can 
be purchased in person at 929 

N. Water Street, Milwaukee, 
by phone at 414-273-7206, 

all Ticketmaster outlets 
and online at Ticketmaster.
com or MarcusCenter.org. 
This performance is being 

presented by ACG.
www.marcuscenter.org

OPERA IN THE PARK
Garner Park

Celebrating its 15th 
anniversary, Madison Opera’s 

gift to the community is a 
night like no other. In beautiful 

Garner Park, the stars come 
out in the sky, the light sticks 

glow in the audience, and 
singers from our mainstage 
season share their favorite 

opera and Broadway numbers. 

It is quite literally a night like 
no other. Come join 15,000 of 
your neighbors for a Madison 
summer tradition. Performed 
by the outstanding talents of 

the Madison Opera Chorus, the 
Madison Symphony Orchestra, 
and some of opera’s brightest 

stars, Opera in the Park is a 
FREE community event perfect 

for audiences of ALL ages!
www.madisonopera.org

28-31
WISCONSIN AIDS RIDE

Across Wisconsin

Spanning four days and over 
300 miles, riders are training 
and fundraising for the 14th 
Annual Wisconsin AIDS Ride. 

The ride is a unique experience 
that will challenge, energize, 

and inspire you. This all-
inclusive, fully supported ride 
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BRAVA MAGAZINE ’S PERSONAL ENR ICHMENT SER IES

AUGUST 31, 2016

THE POWER OF 
THE ACORN

The Answers You Need Are 
Already Inside You

Do you yearn to find deeper 
meaning in your life? Learn to shift 

your mind and embrace your unique 
life experiences to become a 
change agent who makes an 

impact on the world.

SANDY EICHEL
Financial representative, diversity 

and inclusion consultant and 
dynamic speaker

BRAVAmagazine.com/events | #THRIVEWITHBRAVA

AUGUST SPONSORS:

SHERATON MADISON 
706 JOHN NOLEN DRIVE 
 11:00 AM – 1:00 PM
LUNCH SERVED AT 11:45 AM

MEDIA PARTNER:

through beautiful southern 
Wisconsin raises critical funds 

for the fight against AIDS.
www.wisaidsride.org

  AUGUST  

19–21
CAMPOUT FAMILY CAMP

Decatur, MI

CampOut is four days and three 
nights of fun at summer camp 
in a safe and inclusive space. 

Activities include waterskiing 
and paddleboarding to tennis 

and rock climbing. Tuition is 
inclusive of all meals, activities, 

and lodging. Enjoy the magic 
of camp with other LGBTQ 
families! Visit lwcgwc.com/

camp-out for more information 
or to register.

www.lwcgwc.com/camp-out

20–21
WOOF’S KING STREET  

BLOCK PARTY &  
OUTREACH PRIDE PARADE

King Street, State Street &  
Capitol Square

The Pride block party returns 
and moves to the same 

weekend as the OutReach 
Pride Parade. Party Saturday, 
parade Sunday. Featuring a 

wide variety of performers, DJs, 
live music, food, and more. The 
parade kicks off at Noon on the 
500 & 600 blocks of State Street 
and ends at the Capitol with a 

rally and speakers. 
outreachprideparade.org 

madwoofs.com

MADISON PRIDE VOLLEYBALL 
TOURNAMENT

Callahan’s Sports Pub

Registration is open now 
for the annual Madison Gay 

Volleyball Pride tournament, 
held this year at Callahan’s 

Sports Pub (1902 Bartillon Dr. 
in Madison). The tournament 
runs two days and includes 
both competitive and rec/
fun division play. Visit the 

MGV Facebook group page or 
contact Kurtis Hopp at  

kurtis_hopp@yahoo.com for 
more information.

31
BRAVA THRIVE LUNCHEON  

WITH SANDY EICHEL
Sheraton Hotel

Sandy will share her personal 
story of finding her true self 

and how that fueled her 
purposes to help the world 
around her. In this powerful 
workshop, you will learn to 

take your unique experiences, 
embrace them, shift your  

mind, and use them to be the 
unique person you are meant 

to be to make changes in 
yourself and make an impact  

in your world. 
thrivelunch.com

OURLIVESMADISON.COM

Summer heats up with  
Pride weekend in Madison, 

plus a diverse array of 
community events to help 
you enjoy fair weather and 

good friends.

July &  
August

For more LGBTQ-specific 
events, see our Organization 

Updates on page 16.

DIANA ROSS
Overture Center

Diana Ross is a consummate 
performer: she is one of the most 
iconic female singers of all time 
and one of the most prominent 

women in popular music history 
and pop culture of the 20th 

Century. Tickets may be purchased 
online at OvertureCenter.org, by 

phone at 608-258-4141, and at the 
Overture Center Box Office.

www.overturecenter.org
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2852 UNIVERSITY AVE, MADISON, WI 53705
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10AM - 8PM

SAT. 10AM -6PM SUN. 10AM - 5PM
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CONNECT  ➔  OUR SPONSORED EVENTS   nnnnnn

  JUNE 4    Plan B’s FruitFest on the 900 Block of Willy Street

OURLIVESMADISON.COM
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Top Agent Rico Sabatini
REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT

608.692.1900 Rico@buysellbetter.com

“Rookie of the Year”  RE/MAX Wisconsin 2014

Proudly helping the LGBT community • Over 15 million Sold!

WILDWOOD

FAMILY CLINIC, S.C.

”HEALTHCARE FOR ALL AGES”

www.wildwoodclinic.com

Treating the whole you...

 
S i n c e  1 9 7 8     I n d e p e n d e n t l y  O w n e d     I n d i v i d u a l i z e d  C a r e

By building strong, open and caring relationships  
with our patients and focusing on the importance  
of addressing all aspects of an individual’s life,  
Wildwood providers are your partner in the  
journey towards a healthier you.

  MAY 14    GSAFE’s Celebration of Leadership at Monona TerraceCONNECT  ➔  OUR SPONSORED EVENTS   nnnnnn

  MAY 20    ARCW’s Red Ribbon Affair at the Concourse
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  JUNE 10-12    Milwaukee PrideFest
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  RAISED BY RINOS  

“My dad and mom were kind of liberal; what would now be called 
Liberal Republicans,” Scott explains, “They would probably be called 
RINOs (Republican in Name Only).” His father worked on the mini-
mum wage law in the Wage Hour division at the Department of Labor 
and also on the Davis-Bacon Act’s minimum wage laws. His mother, 
whom he thought was somewhat conservative, did not like Ronald Rea-
gan. She didn’t like his hawkish nature, or all of his rhetoric.

When Reagan started rising around 1980, Scott enrolled at Marquette 
University. The Carter/Reagan election was his first time voting.

At Marquette, Scott decided to play with super conservative and 
Libertarian philosophies. At one point his father joked, “When you send 
your kid to a Jesuit university and he’s majoring in the Liberal Arts, he’s 
going to come home and challenge everything about you.” 

But one day he came home and did just that. He argued with his dad 
that a colorblind society didn’t need the Davis-Bacon Act. His father 
defended it, “Because no one would hire a minority contractor.” He then 
questioned Scott, “Do you think we should not be awarding contracts to 
minority businesses?” It was a teachable moment for him, and helped 
Scott see the harm in labeling our society as colorblind.

  “YOU GOT TO PICK A SIDE”  

Even with his often-liberal leanings, the deciding political factor 
for choosing the GOP was that he was squarely pro-life. According 
to Scott, “The bottom line became that the Democratic Party needed 
the pro-choicers and the Republican Party needed the anti-choicers, or 
pro-life.” It was the first time he witnessed the, “You got to pick a side” 
culture of American politics. For Scott, who at the time was involved 
with Marquette Students for Life, his affiliation became clear. “I was not 
going to be able to work on an issue that I was concerned about if I was 
working to elect Democratic candidates.”

It didn’t take long for the inevitable questions to surface about being 
openly gay in the Republican Party. As they did, Scott would reason, 
“I felt strongly about this one issue. That party was the pro-life party. 
I didn’t hear the anti-gay stuff at that time in the Republican party be-
cause I didn’t hear the pro-gay stuff from the Democratic Party either.” 

Over time, though, his party affiliation has been emboldened by his 
value as a change agent. “What do I bring to the Democratic party?  I’m 
yet one more gay person in your party. I can’t contribute, in my view, 
the way I can on the Republican side,” he says.

  CONFRONTING AN ANTI-GAY AGENDA  

“When we formed the Log Cabin Republicans, in the late ‘80s, early 
‘90s, I was the chair of the east side Republicans in Milwaukee,” Scott 
explains. By this point, anti-gay sentiment was taking root in the party, 
and they were beginning to challenge Scott’s leadership because of his 
sexual orientation. He remembers being told, “You cannot be in the Log 
Cabin organization and continue to represent the official party.” Their 
reason was that, “We have debates over those issues. How can you pos-
sibly represent this organization and do that?”

Scott confronted them. “I’m the vice president of the board of Wis-
consin Right to Life. That’s another issue that is debated inside this 

“IT’S HARDER TO BE OPENLY REPUBLICAN in the gay community than it is to be openly gay in the 
Republican community,” Scott Evertz quips while sitting in one of the more liberal cafés on Mad-
ison’s north side. With his colorful sleeve tattoos, he fits in here. So well, in fact, that it would 
be hard to know he was also the first openly gay appointee by a Republican President in history. 
President George W. Bush appointed him as the director of the Office of National AIDS Policy. 
His office ran the President’s Cabinet Task Force on HIV/AIDS and the President’s Advisory 
Council on HIV/AIDS. 

For Evertz, though, his political affiliation isn’t an endorsement of the full party platform. He’s 
quick to acknowledge that in the 2016 presidential election he was surprised that in an online 
survey his views lined up closest with Bernie Sanders. “Because of his integrity,” Scott says, “he 
is personally my favorite candidate.”

Inside Man
Scott Evertz reflects on building a career within the Republican Party 

without hiding his identity as a gay man, working in the Bush Administration, 
and supporting Bernie Sanders.

Photographed by Ian DeGraff for Our Lives magazine.

There’s pride in his voice when you listen to him talk 
about sitting in the Oval Office across  

from the President of the United States as they’re 
concluding to do something major on AIDS.

Seeking sustainable healing

  METTA ACUPUNCTURE  
  ERIKA ANDERSON, ACUPUNCTURIST AND CHINESE HERBALIST  

More people are choosing acupuncture and Chinese 
Medicine to help address a wider array of health needs. 

In addition to the traditional areas of pain and fertility, I see more 
people coming in for things like digestive complaints, insomnia, 
hormone balancing, skin issues and mental-emotional concerns. 
Part of the shift seems to be linked with patients’ desires to be more 
actively involved in their own healing process. Patients leave with 
a sense of connection to their bodies and tend to be able to work 
through any future issues with greater ease.

Advances in HIV prevention

  DIVERSE & RESILIENT  
  DAN RUGE, DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS  

In the ongoing fight to end HIV, increased attention 
will be placed on increasing access and uptake of 

PrEP (Pre-Exposure prophylaxis) for those at risk of contracting 
HIV. Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) is an evidence-based medical 
intervention consisting of daily self-administration of antiretroviral 
medication by HIV-uninfected persons. The efficacy of PrEP to prevent 
HIV has been demonstrated through several large, international 
randomized trials. In the largest of these studies, participants who 
consistently adhered to the study medication (7 doses/week) had a 
99% reduction in the risk of HIV seroconversion.

TIPS & TRENDScover
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party.” He continues, “You had 
no problem with me being on that 
board. So what are we talking 
about here? Because you’re not talking about issues. You’re talking 
about the gay thing because it makes you uncomfortable, while the pro-
life thing doesn’t?” In moments like these, he wishes he would have 
been as out in the political and business world as he was in college.

  A PIVOTAL MEETING IN MILWAUKEE  

“I remember the exact address where I met him,” Scott says of his 
first encounter with Governor Tommy Thompson. At the time Assem-
blyman Thompson was just a rising name in the state party, with eyes 
on the Governor’s office. “It was Warren O’Connor’s home,” he says. 
O’Connor was a wealthy gay man known for the lavish parties he held at 
his Lake Drive home in Milwaukee. The occasion that caused Scott and 
Thompson to meet was a young Republicans event. The group called 
themselves the Pachyderms. Scott recalls what was so memorable about 
the meeting, “He was standing at the door of this house as people were 
leaving. He’s just like, ‘Do you have a business card? Do you have a 
business card?’ He was collecting business cards. He doesn’t have staff 
but he knows that he needs to get the names of the people at this thing. 

To me, that’s impressive.”
A week or two later, Thompson 

walked into Wisconsin Right to 
Life, where Scott was working as their first development director. From 
the door, he said, “There he is.” He remembered Scott from the event at 
O’Connor’s house. That began a very long relationship.

  RUNNING FOR OFFICE  

In 1994, Evertz became the first openly gay Republican to seek elec-
tion to the Wisconsin Assembly when he ran against popular Democrat 
and Assistant Majority Leader Barbara Notestein. Because he was run-
ning on the East Side of Milwaukee, he knew he had an uphill battle. 
With the Republican base vote only comprising 19% in his district, he 
was free to run his campaign however he wanted. 

“It is the most fun thing when you know you’re not going to win, 
because then you can do anything,” he says. “You can do whatever you 
want and you don’t have to be concerned.” He even told the Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel, that year, “I couldn’t run as not openly gay. It’s not 
part of any political strategy. It’s who I am.”

Worth noting: It took another 20 years before an out Republican was 
finally elected to the state legislature. When he was elected in 2014, 
Representative Todd Novak from Dodgeville became the first openly 
gay Republican to serve in the Wisconsin State Assembly. He is also 
one of just two openly gay Republican state legislators in the nation, 
alongside Ohio state representative Tim Brown.

  A PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT   

Although it was not without controversy, when President George W. 
Bush took office, one of the first appointments he made was to name 
Scott the director of the Office of National AIDS Policy. His name was 
on the shortlist thanks to his past work with Governor Thompson, who 
had also been called to serve as Health and Human Services Secretary. 

Of course, social conservatives worked overtime to kill the nomina-
tion. They attacked Scott for his work with the Black church in an effort 
to stop labeling homosexuality as a sin. Unwilling to see the link be-

tween stigma of homosexuality, and the disproportionate infection rates 
among African-American men who have sex with men, they argued that 
this was part of Scott’s “homosexual agenda.” The Family Research 
Council even hosted a session aimed at forcing his resignation. 

However, it took Scott less than a year to establish himself, and to be 
viewed favorably. Much of that is owed to his skill at achieving bipar-
tisan consensus around his work—made easier by an issue that already 
had a history of bipartisan support dating back to President Clinton. A 
few of Scott’s proudest moments continue to be from the times when he 
was standing in the Rose Garden alongside President Bush and mem-
bers of his cabinet as they announced initiatives like the Global Fund to 
Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria; or the bilateral program which is 
PEPFAR, the President’s Emergency Program for AIDS Relief. 

There’s pride in his voice when you listen to him talk about sitting in 
the Oval Office across from the President of the United States as they’re 
concluding to do something major on AIDS. His later departure from 
the role came from his support of needle exchange for injection drug 
users and condom use for gay and bisexual men, both to prevent the 
spread of the disease. The Bush administration staunchly preferred sex 
education programs that advocate abstinence only.

  MOVING FORWARD  

Today Scott continues to work in the same space as he was in the 
administration. He continues to influence both global and domestic 
policy on public health issues—namely HIV-AIDS—in both D.C. and 
Wisconsin. As HIV is increasingly becoming a disease of poverty, he’s 
been able to advocate on behalf of organizations like the AIDS Resource 
Center of Wisconsin (ARCW). He explains how now, “You’re likely to 
have someone walk in the doors of ARCW with a whole host of issues 
from social services to mental health to other health and dental issues.”

Just last month he was at the United Nations in New York for an HIV-
AIDS meeting, which had leaders from all over the world participating. 
For him, it was a moment to reminisce. “I led the first U.S. delegation 
to the preparatory conference which drafted the first UN declaration on 
HIV-AIDS back in 2001,” he says. 

Fast forward to 2016, and there are frequent meetings at the UN on 
this topic. He’s happy to be back there representing a non-governmental 
organization and able to do a lot of the same work in his current role as 
a lobbyist. —Patrick Farabaugh

SEPTI@SEPTIFIT.COM

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR BODY

• Personalized Fitness
• State of the Art Studio
• All Fitness Levels
• Therapeutic Massage
• On the Capitol Square

10 South Carroll St.  608.204.0727

“Do you think we should not be awarding contracts to 
minority businesses?” It was a teachable  

moment for him, and helped Scott see the harm in 
labeling our society as colorblind.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: With ARCW President and Chief Executive Officer Michael Gifford, 
with his college roommate at Marquette for their 30th anniversary, with Governor Tommy 
Thompson, and with President George W. Bush.
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Expanding our relationship horizons

  A WOMAN’S TOUCH SEXUALITY RESOURCE CENTER  
  ELLEN BARNARD, CO-OWNER  

People of all ages are exploring the idea that 
monogamy is not the only way to be in intimate 

relationships. People are learning about negotiated monogamy 
agreements that include “friends with benefits” and emotionally 
intimate partnerships. Some find that they are more comfortable 
having no primary partner and many intimate partners instead, 
others are exploring open relationship styles where there is a primary 
and each partner dates others within a set of guidelines. It is a 
dynamic and exciting time in intimate relationships and there are 
great resources to help navigate it all with care and love.

Rewarding doctors for overall patient health

  UNITYPOINT CLINIC - MERITER  
  SUSAN TOTH, MD FACS, CHIEF - DIVISION OF GENERAL SURGERY  

The new “trend” is Value Based Payments, which 
means that doctors get a percentage of their pay based 

on how well their patients are doing regarding blood pressure 
control, diabetes management, smoking cessation, colonoscopy 
screenings for colon cancer, and getting mammograms. So you will 
perhaps notice that ALL doctors are pushing these topics when you 
come for a visit for anything. This is a nationwide program hoping to 
help you be more aware of how YOU can help yourself get healthy in 
the long run. Here’s to good health!

TIPS & TRENDS

Great Food,
Good Friends!

Manna, nourishing your soul
Mon-Fri 6am to 8pm, Sat & Sun 7am to 2pm

www.mannacafe.com

611 N. Sherman Ave.  
in Lakewood Plaza

(608) 663-5500

• Breakfast, Lunch 
& Dinner

• From-Scratch 
Bakery

• Quality Coffees 
and Teas

• Now Serving 
Beer & Wine

spent quiet evenings riding bareback up and down a gravel road. I fell 
in love with his strength and gentleness, his ease on horseback. Two 
years later I moved with him to his farm in northern Wisconsin. 

For the first time in my life, I was starting to settle down. And not 
only that, but somewhere cold! The Wisconsin winters thrilled me, and 
so did the Northwoods that extended—forever, it seemed—from the 
field behind our log home. I spent that first winter cross-country skiing 
and skating on frozen lakes, trying to be outside as much as possible. 
And then I got a note from an old co-worker, a dogsledder. He was sell-
ing six young huskies and wondered if I might be interested.

Of course I was interested. I was born interested. And now here I was, 
in a place that cancelled out my excuses: I had an animal-loving partner, 
and plenty of land, and a network of trails just outside my door. I also 
had no one watching me, no one to compare myself against. It would 
just be me and the dogs, learning about the woods and each other. When 
I first brought them home, I hardly came inside for days. My partner had 
to talk me out of spending nights in his vegetable garden, where we’d 
erected a temporary sled dog village. The dogs were my first thought 
each morning, and their howls lulled me to sleep.

Around the same time, I started working on my book, Welcome to 
the Goddamn Ice Cube. I’d originally conceived it as an adventure 
story, but no matter how I wrote it, the narrative fell flat. That is, until 
I started writing explicitly about fear, and isolation, and sexual vio-
lence—elements of my arctic experience that I never thought I could 
explore on the page, because they proved that I’d never been cut out 
for the north in the first place. The book became a tool to reconcile the 
ways that gender and queerness played out on the frontier, how a stark 
and wild landscape brought universal tensions to a head. It became a 
way to make sense of my experience, to carve space for a gendered 
story with layers of danger beyond just the cold. 

By the time I finished writing, I had come to realize, for the first 
time, that my experience in the arctic was not less valid than the expe-
riences of those I so admired—it was just less often articulated. This 
story, this adventure, belonged to me. 

Over the past two years, my team has grown from six to 21 huskies, 
and this past winter we covered almost 1,500 miles of trail. I’m no 
braver than I was before—my heart still races each time I step on the 
sled—but I have, I think, grown in faith. Faith in the dogs and in my 
own ability to meet challenges as they come. Faith that both the worst 
and the best moments will pass. Together we’ve slept curled up in 
snowstorms, crossed ice bridges, navigated by starlight, loped along-
side a black wolf. And more, and more. The longer we run, the less I 
ever want it to end. n

THESE ARE SOME THINGS that can hap-
pen on a dogsled run: You can get lost 
in the woods. You can crash into a rock 
and break your sled (or your bones). You 
can encounter a downed tree, or thin ice, 
or pass into a sudden blizzard. You can 
meet a wolf or a bear or a moose. You can have problems with equip-
ment, problems with weather, problems with human-animal communi-
cation. The dogs love to run, but they love it so much that they’ll leave 
you in the wilderness and joyrun for hours if you ever let go of the sled.

I’ve spent much of my life chasing a sport that terrifies me. I grew 
up in hot California, where even as a child I dreamed about the north, 
and as soon as I could I moved to the Arctic in hopes of becoming one 
of my own heroes. It didn’t matter that I was scared of physical danger: 
the Arctic, I was sure, would fix me. 

But what I found, first as a student in Norway and then as a dogsled 
guide in Alaska, was the opposite: as a young transplant to a fron-

tier that celebrated hard masculinity, I 
became hyper-aware of the ways that 
I didn’t fit in, and how my heart raced 
from terror rather than excitement as my 
dogs sped down the trail. I made a lot of 
great friends, but I also endured derision: 

male mushers sometimes made fun of my high voice, saying the dogs 
would never listen to me, or else made predictions about how quickly 
I would fail. Their words stung because I could never be confident that 
they weren’t true: when I measured my courage against the brave folks 
around me, I fell short time and again. Finally, after ending a relation-
ship with an abusive fellow musher, I moved back south, concluding 
that I was just not cut out for the life I’d dreamed about.

That was what I told myself for five years.
I was still telling myself that when I met my partner in Iowa, where 

we were both in graduate school. He had worked as a horse wrangler, 
and kept his horse at a friend’s farm just outside of town, where we 

Leader of the Pack
Blair Braverman carved out a space for herself in the hyper-masculine word of dog sledding, finding 

her own unique sense of self and serious adventure in the process.

feature

The book became a tool to reconcile the  
ways that gender and queerness played out on  

the frontier. It became a way to make sense  
of my experience, to carve space for a 

gendered story with layers of danger beyond 
just the cold.
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Treating mind as well as body

  DEAN HEALTH PLAN  
  TYLER STUNTEBECK, PREVENTION & HEALTH PROMOTION  

As mental health becomes more of a recognized 
national issue, I believe we will start seeing more health 

promotion programs geared toward mental and emotional health. 
Research shows that prolonged stress may contribute to an increased 
risk for illness. Mindfulness techniques and stress management 
strategies could be effective approaches for helping people manage 
their hectic lives. Dean Health Plan provides wellness campaigns 
and educational programs on mindfulness, stress reduction, and 
maintaining a positive outlook. We may not be able to slow our 
busy lives, but we can adopt habits that can help us stay calm and 
focused—which contribute to a healthier lifestyle.

Trans health care exclusions outlawed

  FORGE, INC.  
  LOREE COOK-DANIELS, POLICY AND PROGRAM DIRECTOR  

For decades it’s been up to transgender and gender 
non-binary individuals to fund their own medical 

transitions, since nearly every health care insurance company has 
excluded trans-related care. Some companies even abused those 
exclusions, refusing to pay for fixing broken bones or addressing 
other medical issues if they knew the patient was trans. In May, the 
federal government clearly outlawed all such exclusions in nearly all 
health insurance plans, a change that is going to radically improve 

TIPS & TRENDS

  

F r e s h .  L o c a l .  O r g a n i c .  Yo u r s !  
 Join for as little as $10 for the first year, or a one-time payment of $58.

www.willystreet.coop

Willy North Coming Late Summer 2016
(to the former site of Pierce’s Northside Market)

If you sip all day, you’ll get decay

  SMART DENTAL  
  TAMIM SIFRI, DDS  

The average 12-ounce can of regular soda contains 
10–12 teaspoons of sugar. Yikes! Americans continue to 

consume robust amounts of foods and beverages that are both acidic 
and high in refined carbohydrates. We encourage patients to limit or 
eliminate soda, energy drinks, sports drinks, and juice. And yes, diet 
soda is still a menace to your teeth due to having a pH approaching 
that of battery acid. Phosphoric or citric acid is probably the second 
or third ingredient. Best to limit these to not more than one 12-ounce 
can per day, drink quickly (never sip!) and rinse with water to dilute 
the sugar and acid off your teeth. Drinking with a straw can also help.

Innovations in breast cancer detection

  WISCONSIN WELL WOMAN PROGRAM  
  KARI SIEVERT, REGIONAL COORDINATOR  

Tomosynthesis is a new type of mammogram 
that produces a 3-dimensional image of the breast. 

Conventional digital mammography produces one image 
of overlapping tissue, which can make it difficult to detect 
abnormalities. For tomosynthesis, the breast is positioned and 
compressed in the same way as a digital mammogram but the x-ray 
tube moves in a circular arc around the breast. It produces a focused 
3-D image with a clearer and more accurate view. The x-ray dose for 
tomosynthesis is similar to that of a regular digital mammogram.

TIPS & TRENDS

time2remodel.com

Looks like it’s…

Looking to finish your basement to  
create more living space?

“Thanks for the great work on our 
bathroom. It looks fabulous and we’re 
very pleased!” MARK POCAN

I RECENTLY GAVE A TALK on the history of Wisconsin’s LGBTQ commu-
nity. While I was able to show how we have overcome obstacles like 
criminalization and medicalization, the tale remained that our chief ob-
stacle was homophobia. As the nation mourns over Orlando, our com-
munity knows our weeping here is just part of a familiar river of tears. 

Here in Wisconsin, the loss of gay social venues have been traumatic 
moments for the community. Fire destroyed Lysistrata. Fire destroyed 
gay bars in La Crosse and Superior. Fire destroyed the Hotel Washing-
ton. While not all of these were due to or proven to be arson—though 
some certainly have been suspected—their destruction is part of our 
history. Perhaps one of the most difficult moments of my life was when, 
going to a memorial service over the Hotel Washington at the Uni-
versity Methodist Church, I had to wade through anti-gay picketers. I 
went wanting to say prayers and sing hymns in a sacred space over the 
community’s loss. To get there I had to endure homophobes shouting 
“shame” as I went up the steps. The river of tears runs deep.

  THE POLITICS OF HATE SPEECH  

Hate speech has poured forth from many in Wisconsin. Ralph Ova-
dal of Monroe called us “accursed children” and, in 1992, said that the 
“very survival of our nation” rested on stopping the homosexual agen-
da. James Pawlisch said of AIDS, “With that kind of behavior, you have 
to pay the piper.” Julaine Appling in 2002 asked about the homosexual 
activist: “How long will it be before we push back?” 

In Shorewood Hills mailboxes were stuffed during 1990 with a bul-
letin proclaiming “Protect our children!” and saying ulterior motives 
were behind a simple move to let alternatively defined local families use 
community facilities. Shock radio in Milwaukee in 1987 complained 
they had difficulty finding gay community leaders protesting jokes 
about “homos” and they were not going to go up to a bartender and ask, 
“Hey, is this where the queers hang out?” 

In 1994 nineteen state legislators proclaimed benefits to same sex 
partners were “very dangerous.” A Madison School Board candidate in 
1990 decried the promotion of “the homosexual lifestyle.” A Madison 
preacher claimed his anti-gay fight was “trying to clear the Madison 
area of weeds that threaten the moral quality of our life.” Radio host 
Mark Belling called referring to same-sex partners as families just “non-
sense.” The Greater Madison Chamber of Commerce in 1988 claimed 
a proposed alternative families ordinance would have “a consequential 
negative effect and impact on business and economic development.”  

The river indeed runs deep.

  PERSONAL TRAGEDIES, STRENGTH  

Violence and death are not unknown to us. In Milwaukee gay men 
were attacked in Juneau Park. The founder of the Platteville Gay and 
Lesbian Alliance was attacked outside a gay bar. Superior gay bar own-
er Bob Jansen in 1983 had BB guns shot through his home’s windows. 

Mark Pocan, our congressman, has told how he was gay-bashed with a 
baseball bat. In Rice Lake in 1986 they showed up with eggs to pelt a 
supposed gay march. 

In Madison Mark Starkey was killed because he was thought to be 
gay, even though his father said he was not. Popular bouncer Tiny Kallas 
of the Factory Disco in Milwaukee was robbed and slain in 1979 and his 
body stuffed in the sewer. Tim Coburn received massive head injuries 
after leaving a Madison bar where anti-gay insults were hurled at him. 
Cynthia Lampman of Racine who served on the Governor’s Council on 
Lesbian and Gay Issues was raped by a man who referred to her as “the 
governor’s dyke.” 

In 1984 Madison lesbian Elizabeth Siverling endured a felonious as-
sault. That same year Rod Michaels died of four stab wounds received in 
a known Madison cruising area. Well-known Milwaukee lesbian Juana 
Vega was murdered in 2001 because someone thought she had turned 
their sister gay. Earl Greely, a two-spirited Ojibwe, was stabbed 17 times 
in Madison and found murdered in his hometown of Superior in 1986. 

Just this Spring I heard a Madison mother describe how her son had 
been attacked for holding his boyfriend’s hand. 

Nevertheless, the community has always shown strength and gone 
on. As brothers and sisters to each other we have grasped solidarity. On 
finding allies we have clasped the hands of friendship. To homophobia 
we always say “no.” We will prevail. n

Why We Weep
In light of the mass shooting at an Orlando gay club, historian 

Dick Wagner reflects on the terrible history of violent, 
homophobic attacks in Wisconsin—and the incredible resiliency 

of the LGBTQ community.

history

Cynthia Lampman of Racine who served on the Governor’s 
Council on Lesbian and Gay Issues was raped by a man 

who referred to her as “the governor’s dyke.” 
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accommodate for these deficiencies. Our shoulders round forward as 
we hold smaller and smaller phones, computers, and tablets. Heads 
also jut forward in response to a rounded low back and/or eyes that 
are having difficulty seeing fonts or adjusting to our bifocals. We tend 
to stiffen into the posture in which we spend the most time. Just a few 
changes can result in improved posture and decreased pain. Sit up 
tall on your sits bones with your legs at least hip-width apart. Adjust 
your chair so your hips are a bit higher than your knees. Use support 
by sitting to the back of the chair to support the curve of low back. 
Pull your head back a little so it’s sitting between your ears. Keep your 
elbows by your sides supporting a book or tablet on a pillow in your 
lap or at a desk. Good posture keeps you looking and feeling younger!

The Emotional Tune-Up 

  ATLAS COUNSELING, LLC  
  ALEXANDER EINSMAN, PSYCHOTHERAPIST  

Mental health is incredibly important, yet seeking out 
support still has a lot of stigma attached and barriers 

to overcome. A common belief is that psychotherapy is only needed 
when one’s circumstances get so hard that life feels unmanageable, 
which is essentially a reactive approach. While it’s true that therapy 
is appropriate when times are tough, it’s becoming more common 
to be proactive in maintaining a good life outlook. The “Emotional 
Tune-Up” is like scheduling regular maintenance for your car—it helps 
keep life running smoothly. Increased awareness of the importance of 
mindfulness is also helping reduce the stigma of therapy and allow it 
to be viewed more like personal training for your mind. It’s a nice way 
to invest in yourself and keep your life moving in a positive direction.

TIPS & TRENDS
both the physical and mental health of thousands of trans and 
gender non-binary individuals. Between now and the 2017 “final” 
implementation date, many of us will be working to get the word 
out to both trans people and health insurance agencies. A fact sheet 
is available here http://www.transequality.org; the regulations 
themselves are available at https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-
inspection.federalregister.gov/2016-11458.pdf.

Balance and strength for improved aging

  SEPTI FITNESS, LLC  
  SEPTI, OWNER  

Along with regular aerobic exercise and weight 
training, balance exercises are important as we get older. 

These help to improve your balance and prevent the possibility of 
falling. Keeping up a regular exercise regimen slows down the aging 
process and a number of changes that come with aging like blood 
pressure reflexes and coordination, sight, depth perception, night 
vision, and sensitivity to contrast. The vestibular system determines 
if we are about to fall over and directs the body to take corrective 
action. Strength training in particular has bone benefits beyond those 
offered by aerobic weight-bearing exercises. It targets bones of the 
hips, spine, and wrists, which are the sites most likely to fracture. If 
you have never considered strength training, no worries, it is not 
too late to start even if you’re in your 70s! The body still responds to 
make improvements. A few more crucial benefits of strength training: 
decreased body fat percentage, increased lean muscle mass, bone 
mineral density, improved strength, range of motion, endurance, 
flexibility, decreased heart rate, improved lung capacity, improved 
digestion, better sleep patterns, decreased blood pressure. 

Whole-person care for chronic illness

  AGRACE HOSPICE & PALLATIATIVE CARE  
  ELIZABETH KOPLING, MARKETING & COMMUNICATION  

The term “palliative care” is used to describe several 
kinds of supportive, medical, and emotional care for 

people who are struggling with a serious or chronic illness. Hospice 
is a type of palliative care for people who are at the end of life, but 
there are other kinds, too. Unlike hospice, palliative care is available 
at any point in a serious illness, including while you continue to have 
treatment that is meant to cure your illness.

 Common reasons people get palliative care are to:
• Get better relief from the symptoms of their illness
• Manage discomfort and side effects of medicines and from 

treatments such as radiation or chemotherapy
• Cope better with worries and stress
• Have emotional support for their family
• Plan for what happens if their illness gets worse
 Agrace Palliative Care offers a Consultation Service in your home 

by our highly experienced doctors and nurse practitioners.

Aging in the age of technology

  GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE  
  BARB URMANN, PHYSICAL THERAPIST  

Oh, the changes that have happened in our world 
and bodies since we were young! Technology continues 

to get smarter and smaller and our bodies have to adapt to the 
changing environment. Often joints are stiffer, muscles weaker and 
our eyes don’t see as sharply. This results in our posture changing to 

TIPS & TRENDS

OVER 150 PEOPLE attended the “Take a Peek: Found LGBTQ History” ex-
hibit at the U.W.-Madison Archives—presenting stories from Madison’s 
vast queer past based on recent donations. You can contribute your own 
materials; visit us online at go.wisc.edu/LGBTQ60s.

One of the displays at the exhibit showcased a collection of materials 
from the two-decade run of Fallen Woman Productions. Fallen Woman 
Productions was a local production company that sponsored women’s 
music events from 1976 to 1995. Fallen Woman started as an offshoot 
of the Lesbian Switchboard, which was contacted regularly about spon-
soring women’s music concerts and hosted some concerts as fundraisers. 
After a popular Cassie Culver fundraiser in February of 1976, Joan Ward 
and Carolynne Shurna decided they wanted to provide concerts for the 
women’s community on a regular basis. The first concert they produced 
independently as Fallen Woman was Cris Williamson in March of 1976. 
Soon after that, Carolyn dropped out and Joan continued, with different 
women joining in over the years, including Bess Brown, Jane Treat, Jean 

Lister, Teresa Sprecher, Normajean Bunton, Pat Robinson, Jeanne Sears, 
A. Porter O’Neill, Jean Colvin, Susan Fischer, and many others. The 
company was a communal effort, as many volunteers (or “elves,” as they 
were known) helped make productions possible.

Over two decades, Fallen Woman produced approximately 200 wom-
en’s concerts in venues as varied as Freedom House, the Civic Center, 
and Barrymore Theatre. Meg Christian, Alix Dobkin, Cris Williamson, 
Holly Near, Ginni Clemmons, Sweet Honey in the Rock, Ronnie Gilbert, 
Berkeley Women’s Music Collective, and many others performed. Fallen 
Woman’s policy was that they would produce only woman performers, 
but performances were open to all. Most concerts were sliding scale, ASL 
interpreted to ensure accessibility, and offered childcare provided by The 
Men’s Childcare Collective. n

Funding for this project has been generously provided by the New 
Harvest Foundation, Inc. and the George L. Mosse Program in History.

history

Madison LGBTQ Archives 
Project: Preserving Our Past
Pat Calchina and Scott Seyforth share a glimpse of the LGBTQ 

past preserved in the new archives project.

ABOVE: Attendees of the “Take a Peek: Found LGBTQ History” exhibit. BELOW LEFT: Organizers 
of Fallen Woman Productions in the early 1980s: Top row (l to r): Jane Treat, Bess Brown, Teresa 
Sprecher, Normajean Bunton. Front row (l to r): Pat Robinson, Jeanne Sears, A. Porter O’Neill.
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535 Southing Grange
Cottage Grove, WI 53527

608-839-5323
www.deergrovevet.com

deergrovevet@deergrovevet.com
A Full Service Small Animal Clinic

Pawsitive Results PT

Physical Therapy for Your Pup 

608-957-7088
Tiffany Virag PT, OCS, CSCS

PawsitiveResultsPT.com

442.6868 baddogfrida.com  2094 atwood ave.  m-f 10-7, sa-su 9-5  

Help your dog stay cool and safe 
with our collapsible water bowls, 
water bottles, float coats and more.

parking in back

dog days of summer

IMPROVE ➔ OUR PETS  nnnnnn

 “I HAD NO IDEA three years ago when adopting my dog that it would later 
turn into a business idea,” jokes Tiffany Virag, owner of Pawsitive Re-
sults PT. Marshall, a German Shorthaired Pointer, was a severely under-
nourished, timid, dissociated, Lyme’s positive dog with recurring bouts 
of joint lameness from his illness, even post-treatment. He and Tiffany 
found each other via Petfinder.com and she adopted him in 2013. 

“That was when I was first exposed to the musculoskeletal issues and 
physical therapy options between humans and dogs,” she explains. “It 
was surprising to learn that many of the pain modalities we use in hu-
mans also can be viable options for dogs. Modalities such as ultrasound, 
transcutaneous electrical stimulation, etc. are very similar pain options for 
animals and people alike. Strengthening and stretching principles are very 
similar, the only problem is dogs are less apt to complain or express pain 
compared to their two legged friends, so you have to be more cautious.”

The idea of offering canine physical therapy or rehabilitation services 
was born after working with a dog involved in one of the largest animal 
welfare raids in 2015. It was a typical spring day in Madison when Tif-
fany first heard of the dog raid in Mechanicsburg, Ohio where about 140 
dogs were seized in deplorable conditions. 

“The raid hit close to home, as it occurred in my home state and with 
beagles and German shorthaired pointers (GSP),” Tiffany says. “When 
the Ohio GSP rescue sent out a request to get these dogs into foster 
homes, I replied letting them know of rescue groups which I followed.” 

The Wisconsin and Illinois rescue groups rescued eight of the almost 
50 pointers. The dogs were previously kept in confinement, often multi-
ple dogs to large crates, in typical puppy mill style. The Wisconsin group 
rescued a dog that they assigned to a family closest to Madison because 
his hind limbs were severely affected. This pointer was so weak when he 
first arrived that he could not even lift his head or tail up against gravity. 

Tiffany stepped up, helping the rescue group by donating services to 
help strengthen his legs and core and improve his balance. She worked 
with the foster parents to teach them range of motion/stretching exercises 
for his legs. Strengthening exercises for his hind legs were completed in 

an effort to help him walk without limping. Balance exercises and core 
strengthening exercises were also worked on. When the dog came into 
foster care he was too weak and scared to go up stairs. But as the weeks 
went by, he blossomed as his strength and confidence improved. His fos-
ter parents worked on socialization and getting his body stronger. 

With a happy ending, the family jokes about how they were “foster 
failures.” The couple fell in love with the dog and ended up adopting him. 
He is now strong enough to go on runs with his dad and his fur brother.

Thankful for the opportunity to help, and knowing more dogs could 
benefit from physical therapy services, Tiffany sought advanced training 
by attending the University of Tennessee Canine Rehabilitation program. 
After a lot of research and networking, Pawsitive Results PT was born. 
Tiffany blends the lines of human and dog physical therapy. The knowl-
edge required to seek Board Certification in Orthopedics from the Ameri-
can Physical Therapy Association translated well to man’s best friend.

One of the established goals of Pawsitive Results PT was to continue 
serving local rescue groups or charities while providing top-notch rehab 
options for animals needing those services. When Tiffany learned of the B 
Corp model for business, it just clicked. The B corp model allows clients 
to choose a charity or rescue group for which the part of the proceeds 
from the service are donated. The dog getting treated gets better and 
another dog is helped in the process. It’s an all-around win. 

Pawsitive Results PT focuses on physical rehabilitation needs for dogs 
ranging from post-surgical needs, pain, weakness, and even disabled or 
senior home adaptations. Families often struggle with how to manage 
older dogs not knowing what devices or services are available. Similar 
adaptations which humans need as they age can also made to help make 
our homes more manageable for our pets.

Learn more at www.facebook.com/pawsitiveresultspt.  n

Canine Rehabilitation
Tiffany Virag and Pawsitive Results PT shows how  

physical therapy is going to the dogs.

NAME:  Smokey Lonesome
OWNERS:  Käri and Roz
HOW DID YOU FIND YOUR PET?  JR’s Pups N’ Stuff
SEX:  We don’t know how Smokey identifies, but we use “he/him/his”
BREED:  Border Collie mix
BIRTHPLACE:  Somewhere on the streets of Alabama
RESIDENCE:  His moms’ bed.
OCCUPATION:  Thief, Destroyer of Expensive Dog Things, Avenger
FAVORITE TOYS:  Antlers, living rabbits/toads, other dogs’ favorite toys
FAVORITE LEISURE ACTIVITIES:  Leaping through the meadows, laying down in 
any amount of standing water there is, making friends at Quann Dog Park
FAVORITE FOODS:  Salmon, rabbit poop, fresh cut grass
PET PEEVES:  Tape measurers, oddly shaped fire hydrants
LEAST FAVORITE PHRASE:  “Smokey, that’s not yours”
IF PETS COULD TALK, WHAT WOULD YOURS SAY?:  “I love you. Why are you asking me 
to do these things? I love you. I hate that rabbit. I love that dog. I love you.”
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GRIEVING CAN BE DEFINED as a sorrow or deep 
sadness. Grieving is natural. It arises from loss 
of loved ones, relationships ending, growth 
throughout our life, seasonal shifts, and many 
other things. It is to be expected. Mainstream 
society does not give enough time for grieving, 
though. Even the grieving of the deaths of 
loved ones is capped—you must return to 
work, no longer feel the pain of loss, after a 
certain amount of time, often only a few days. 

The way we are allowed to feel and express 
grief is often also restricted. This does not 
allow for the full process to unfold, nor does it 
allow us to honor the depth of that relationship, 
our connection to a way of being, or how what 
we’ve lost meant the world to us. This expec-
tation and pressure does not acknowledge the 
reality of loss of many in our communities, the 
continual stories we experience of our siblings 
being lost to violence, transphobia, racism. The 
way our bodies respond to those stories with 
sadness, confusion, fear, and rage at the injus-
tice of it all. The way we often grieve our old 
relationships and ways of being in the world 
and the confusion that comes from adapting to 
a new presentation or treatment from others.

  OBSTACLES TO GRIEVING  

For trans people, we face many obstacles 
that restrict our grieving process. For one, the 
systemic violence against us that manifests in 
lack of resources, over policing of our bodies, 

media portrayals and legislative attacks, lack 
of competent providers and educators, and 
those who doubt us and tell us what we feel 
is not real. So we feel pressure to paint a rosy 
picture of all the joy and light that came when 
we decided to tell people, pursue changes, and 
declare our truths. That way, they can’t say 
they were right. That way, they can’t revoke 
our privileges—they can’t continue to take 
resources and services away from us. We have 
proven them wrong by declaring our joy.

Another obstacle is that we don’t talk about 
it with each other. We try so hard to focus 
on what’s working that we forget to take a 
moment to let the sadness move through us. 
To allow us to grieve our old names, bodies, 
relationships, or experiences. 

And finally, the continual trauma experi-
enced within our communities. Trans peo-
ple, we face a lot of things. We face stigma, 
violence, discrimination, rejection, systemic 
disregard for our humanity, racism, ableism, 
xenophobia, transmisogyny. Our community 
members are experiencing criminalization and 
violence from police and civilians, our young 
people are turning to suicide due to structural 
violence, lack of representation of positive 
futures, and lack of access to resources that 
support who they are.

  THRIVING DESPITE EVERYTHING  

And yet, here we are. We continue to thrive 
and find resiliency. We face these things, and 
walk into them, knowing our authenticity and 
our truth is what we are moving towards. We 
are seeking to express our true nature, regard-
less of those countless obstacles. We do so be-
cause we know that joy and happiness and truth 
are ours. We know them deep within our bones, 
do an incredible amount of inner reflection, 
processing, and seek guidance, support and 
resources in order to actualize our true selves.

In many respects, I would say cis people 
have a lot to learn from transgender people. The 
experience of examining one’s gender identity 
is an intensely personal, challenging process of 
coming to know an inner truth that is no longer 
able to be suppressed. We know this truth and 
are committed to pursuing it, risking physical 
safety, relationships, and access to resources. In 
this, we are so incredibly strong, resilient, and 
powerful. In this, we find our joy, we engage in 
relationships deeply, we find each other, we find 
those who love us, and we create such beauty 
with our lives, relationships, and art.

  GRIEF IS A NATURAL PART OF CHANGE  

Something we often don’t talk about is the 
grief can be a large part of this process. The 
grief that gnaws at us, confuses us, clouds our 
clarity and manifests in doubt, depression, sad-
ness, and sometimes despair. We ask ourselves, 
what if I’m making the wrong choices? What if 
those other people are right, and I can actually 
suppress these feelings? What if I will regret 
making this change, telling my truth, altering 
my body, etc.? What if they will take away 
access to these resources? What if they will 
doubt me? What if I will prove them right, that 
this is just a phase, or is some kind of falsity? 
Why do I feel sad that these body parts are 
gone or have changed? When we feel grief or 
sadness that often comes as part of the process 
of self-actualization, we worry that some of 
these questions have answers that reinforce 
our doubts and fears. We don’t realize that 
this grief and sadness is a natural part of this 
process.

I write this to encourage you all to lean into 
the grief when you feel it, to acknowledge it 
and thank it for reminding you of the weight 

and size of this change you are embracing, and 
to let it move through you. Use your tools—the 
art, the music, the dancing, the crying, the 
hugging of the stuffed animal or fur baby, the 
hikes or swims or sitting still...use your tools 
to help you in these moments when the sadness 
and doubt rises up. 

These feelings are not wrong. You are not 
wrong. Your efforts to align with your truth are 
incredibly powerful and the grief is simply an 
acknowledgement of that power. It is a confir-
mation that you are truly moving towards your 
path, and with all the scary things that come 
with it, the sadness or fear reminds you of the 
power of stepping into yourself and the joy and 
light that awaits you. Pushing down, suppress-
ing, pushing aside the grief and pretending it 
isn’t there will only help to lodge it further into 
your being, rather than help it to be expressed 
and move on.

Please, for the sake of your wellbeing, give 
yourself permission to feel it, move through it, 
and keep on. If you’re reading this as an ally, I 
write this to let you know that the grieving and 
the fear and the doubt are normal, and they are 
not proof for you that your friend, child, loved 
one or colleague is wavering or being deceitful. 
Just as you experience fear when making big 
changes to your lives, this is natural. Please 
hold compassion for us as we swim through the 
many feelings that coming out may bring up.  

  PERSONAL MANTRA  

A brief meditation or mantra for you if you 
are struggling amidst these feelings:

I am whole.
I am beautiful.
I am alive.
I am allowing myself to feel the depth  
of my feelings, knowing the height of  
them will come.
I am resilient and strong.
I am connected to a legacy of powerful 
people, and they stand beside me.
I am okay.
I am enough.
I am loved.

These things are true. I believe them about 
you. Even if you struggle to take them in, please 
know that I know these things about you. Wish-
ing you many blessings as you move through 
this. Wanting you to know you are beautiful 
and vibrant and that feeling the deep feelings 
will not last forever. The depth of the grief and 
sadness, if felt and allowed to move, can open 
you up to the incredible light and brilliance of 
joy and happiness. We, as a community, deserve 
to feel our full range of feelings and to celebrate 
our joyous pursuit of authentic expression. It is 
a soulful journey. It is a challenging one. And 
I’m right here beside you. n
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Leaning Into Grief
Therapist Owen Karcher encourages us 
to recognize grief as a normal and healthy 
process, how it particularly impacts our 
transgender community members, and  
how we can help give each other space to 
feel and move through it.
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When we feel grief or sadness that 
often comes as part of the process of 
self-actualization, we worry that some 
of these questions have answers that 
reinforce our doubts and fears. We don’t 
realize that this grief and sadness is a 
natural part of this process.

(608) 698-4171

Martha Kauppi, LMFT
AASECT Certified Sex Therapist

l Relationships
l Sexuality & Alt Sex
l Identity 
l Creativity
l   Health & Wellness
l   Joyous Living

111 S. 1st Street, Suite 120, Madison, WI, 53704
www.marthakauppi.com    l LGBTQAI Affirming

OWEN KARCHER is an art therapist and 
social justice consultant who has worked as 
a care provider and educator in the fields 
of mental health, violence prevention and 
intervention, child sexual abuse, HIV/AIDS, 
and building healthy relationships.
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learn more: mge.com/Energy2030

“Working together, we can harness the power of new technologies  
to reduce our collective energy usage—and costs—to create a better,  
more sustainable future for our community.” 

— Gary Wolter, MGE Chairman, President and CEO  

GS2176  4/13/2016

• Cleaner energy.  

• Reduced emissions.  

• Innovative products and services.

Local.  Independent.  Hand-crafted eyewear.

Hilldale | 608.231.3937 | www.ullaeyewear.com

A COMMUNIT Y IS A COMPLEX network of 
people, groups, organizations, and systems 
that work together creating a unique shared 
personality housed in a particular geograph-
ic area. Each community includes the con-
nective tissue of roads, transportation, and 
shared services including an electric and/or 
gas power grid, which acts as a resource for 
homes, businesses, and institutions. 

MGE has provided power to Madison 
since 1855, beginning with 20 gas street 
lamps and gas lights in a handful of homes. 
Like many early utilities, MGE was a local 
endeavor, with unique connections to the 
Madison community. The first MGE power 
plant was built to provide energy to a local 
brewery. Unlike many other utilities across 
the country that transitioned from local mo-
nopolies into multi-state mega-corporations 
during the 1990s and early 2000s, MGE has 
remained local and regulated while adding 
coal, nuclear, natural gas, solar, and wind 
options to its generation mix.

MGE’s last strategic framework, Energy 
2015, included discontinuing the use of coal 
at the downtown power plant, increasing 
renewable energy by almost 12 times, and re-
ducing carbon emissions by about 20%—in 
spite of some significant population growth.

Today the utility industry is on the verge 
of inventing the next big thing. Think of it 
as being at the stage the computer industry 
pioneered in the 1980s and ‘90s. We are just 
beginning to see significant changes in the 
way energy is produced. Wind turbines now 
dance across the prairies. Coal plants are be-
ing converted to gas. Again there are options 
that lean more toward local. MGE is poised 
to make the most of these local opportuni-
ties, retaining a community-sized footprint 

and building on its local connections.
MGE is in the process of building a new 

framework for our community’s energy fu-
ture called the Energy 2030 Framework. So 
far goals for this effort include no new coal 
plants, a 40% reduction in carbon emissions 
from 2005 levels, and building a portfolio 
that includes 30% renewable resources. 
The company is reaching out to the entire 
population of stakeholders to build a shared 
community vision. To date, they have held 
nearly 100 community conversations and a 
major gathering of community leaders at a 
Community Energy Workshop. 

Themes that have emerged from these 
conversations include: 

• Using energy more efficiently, powering 
our homes and vehicles with smart 
appliances and technology that will reduce 
waste; 

• Producing safe reliable and affordable 
energy that is a significant component of 
affordable housing; 

• Producing energy in ways that reduce 
negative impacts on our shared 
environment;

• Building a shared vision for framing and 
prioritizing the work ahead; and

• Building deeper engagement between our 
community and MGE.

MGE is asking for continued input from 
customers and stakeholders. Even in a regu-
lated environment, customer voices can help 
shape the future of this vital shared resource. 
So as we dream about the future of our com-
munity and the importance of intersections, 
think about how we generate, move, and 
consume energy. Together we can discover 
the power of working together.

To learn more, or to provide input, go to 
www.mge.com/community-conversations or 
email energy2030@mge.com. n
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Our Energy Future
Marty Fox explains MGE’s vision for the future of energy in Madison and beyond.
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MGE is in the process of building a new 
framework for our community’s energy 
future called the Energy 2030 Framework.
To date, they have held nearly 100 
community conversations and a major 
gathering of community leaders at a 
Community Energy Workshop.

GAY, LESBIAN, BI,
TRANS, STRAIGHT 

FAMILY
.

.

Honestly, the only label we care about is

The Wisconsin Fertility Institute is proud to help
gay and lesbian couples create the family of
their dreams. Schedule your private consultation
today, 608.824.0075.

wisconsinfertility.com   
3146 Deming Way, Middletonphoto: bornarchivalco.com

MARTY FOX is a past Executive 
Director of the Alliant Energy 
Foundation. She also served as  
their Director of Community  
Affairs. Currently, she is the Director  
of Business Operations for DAIS.
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ends up having some of the worst impacts 
on queer people in those same communities 
who are then further ostracized and opened to 
violence.

This awful tragedy and the way it will be 
taken up on the left and the right to justify 
various kinds of actions from banning Muslims 
from entering the country, to gun regulations, 
to hate crime laws, to support for the LGBTQ 
community has everything to do with how 
we need to be thinking more deeply about the 
complicated relationships between race and 
queerness. For me, a key question we need 
to ask is this: in the face of violence against 
queer people of all races perpetrated by a 
person or people of color, how do we refuse to 
participate in additional forms of systemic and 
interpersonal violence? This question is key 
because when queer people’s suffering is taken 
up by powerful state institutions like police 
forces, the legal system, or the entire U.S. 
government, as a rationale for action we want 
to be sure that what happens in our names does 
not also cause human suffering.

Let me take an unusual turn and explain 
more concretely what I mean. In 2008, when 
Californians approved Proposition 8 pre-
venting same-sex couples from being able 
to describe their relationships as marriage 
(though they had all the same state benefits 
through domestic partnership), many in the 
LGBTQ community immediately blamed the 
African-American community who, while 
only comprising a small portion of California’s 
population, had largely voted in support of the 
proposition. National and local media blamed 
the Black community, and Black people around 
California reported being bombarded with 
racist slurs and other forms of hate by mostly 
white members of the LGBTQ community. 
The truth was people of all races voted to 
support Proposition 8, so why did white queer 
people throw their ire at Black people?

This example is of course a classic case of 
what the great Audre Lorde referred to as the 
master’s tool of divide and conquer. Divide 
and conquer only serves to keep oppressed 
people separate from one another, and to refuse 
to turn our attention to the real causes of our 
suffering: state-sanctioned violence of many 
forms, including police profiling of queer and 
trans people, over-representation of queer 
and trans people in prisons and jails, poverty, 
and job discrimination. Those violences are 
also the context for the Orlando shooting. The 
relationship between the seemingly lesser 
instance of anger toward the Black commu-
nity after Prop 8 and the choices we have as a 
queer community in the face of the worst mass 
shooting in the history of the United States are 
important to consider right now.

U.W.-Madison graduate Leah Mirakhor 
wrote a fantastic essay awhile back detailing 
the relationships between anti-Blackness and 
anti-Arabness in the United States. In it she 
draws heavily on Black queer revolutionary 
writer, James Baldwin. She writes, “Baldwin 
understood the use of both blackness and terror 
in American national and global propaganda, 
how the global war on terror and the domestic 

war on Black life have together been corner-
stones of the American empire’s power. Bald-
win was prescient about how the U.S. wages 
its wars on terrors, and the ways in which those 
wars manifest in the intimate, affective realm 
while asserting arrogantly that, as the 9/11 
Commission Report put it, ‘the whole planet 
was the American homeland.’”

For us, members of the queer community, 
our concern needs to be with how we will 
participate in U.S. wars—on Black people, on 
Arab and Muslim people, and also on Latinxs 
and immigrants (not to mention the many over-

laps between those communities) at home and 
abroad. As we are searching for answers to this 
question in the aftermath of the Orlando mas-
sacre, I implore all of us to turn to the queers in 
those communities for guidance and leader-
ship. Queer Black, Muslim, Arab and Latinx 
people will continue to suffer most if we make 
the wrong choices in how we choose to address 
the violence against us. And so we turn to them 
for our answers and our direction. 

We have powerful queer leaders in Madison 
from Freedom Inc., Young Gifted and Black, 
and Alianza Latina, among other groups, who 
have been demanding that police violence 
against Black people is a queer issue, that im-
migration is a queer issue, and who have been 
insisting we take our lead from those who are 
most impacted by the state’s violence and ordi-
nary hatred. And many queer Black, Muslim, 
Latinx, and Arab leaders will be offering their 
viewpoints as well from around the United 
States, even though their voices won’t be on 
mainstream media outlets. Our task? Seek 
them out, listen, and act accordingly. n

SUNDAY MORNING OF JUNE 12, I woke to the 
news of an Afghani American gunman, Omar 
Mateen, killing 49 and injuring more than 50 
dancing on Latin Night at a queer night club 
called Pulse in Orlando. At the time of this 
writing, the media is already speculating about 
Mateen’s “jihadist” tendencies and connec-
tions to Islamic extremism. Reportedly ISIS 
sympathizers are tweeting in support of the 
gunman and against the LGBTQ 
community. 

The gunman’s father has 
stated that this wasn’t about his 
religion, but that his son became 
very angry after seeing two men 
kissing in Miami. This massacre, 
in the middle of LGBTQ Pride 
month and amidst an increasingly 
anti-Muslim climate in the United 
States—thanks to the likes of the 
presumptive GOP Presidential 
nominee—is complicated in more 
ways than I have time to unpack 
here. But I want to take this occa-
sion to mourn the loss of our queer siblings in 
Florida, and talk about what violence like this 
means for our thinking about queer politics and 
racial justice in Dane County and beyond.

The conversations about racial disparities 
that have populated many of our thoughts in 
Dane County at least since the 2013 release of 
the “Race to Equity” report have been centered 
on anti-Black racism. This violent atrocity in 
Orlando would seem to have little to do with 
that—after all, the mass murderer is Arab 
American, and the victims are people of many 
races (though mostly of color), even as they 
attended an event likely hosted to draw a queer 
Latinx clientele. But what this event raises for 
us are the many tensions among and between 
communities of color, in this case Arabs, 
always imagined as heterosexual if not fiercely 
heteronormative, and queer communities, often 
blanketed as white and U.S. citizens. In the era 
of gay rights, this means, as the scholar Jin Har-
itaworn puts it in a recent book, that “(predom-
inately white) queer lovers” are always pitted 
against “(brown and black) hateful others.” 

In other words, especially in moments like 
this, many will suggest that homophobia and 

transphobia are worse in communities of color, 
specifically Black and Muslim communities, 
and the supposed pervasiveness of those 
views serves as a justification to target those 
communities in a variety of ways: to chastise 
them, police them, sanction them, or in the 
case of various iterations of the war on terror, 
to bomb them in the name of gay rights. And it 
is not just an issue of white vs. communities of 

color; many communities of color turn against 
each other in times like this one as well. There 
clearly seems to be no doubt that this gunman 
acted out of some extreme homophobia. But 
where does that leave queer people of color—
specifically in relation to this violence, queer 
Arabs and Muslims?

Queer Arabs and South Asians have written 
extensively about the problems with homopho-
bia and transphobia in their own communities, 
as have other queer people of color. These 
same activists and thinkers have also virulently 
defended their communities against racism 
and xenophobia targeting them in the name of 
LGBTQ rights. These thinkers refuse to let the 
problems in their communities serve as justifi-
cation for more violence against them, which 
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There clearly seems to be no doubt  
that this gunman acted out of some 
extreme homophobia. But where does 
that leave queer people of color—
specifically in relation to this violence, 
queer Arabs and Muslims?
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Divide and conquer only serves to 
keep oppressed people separate from 
one another, and to refuse to turn 
our attention to the real causes of our 
suffering: state-sanctioned violence.
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Resisting Division
Karma R. Chávez takes a hard look at how systems of power divide and conquer 
to pit vulnerable, oppressed communities against one another, especially in light of 
heartbreaking tragedies—and what we can do to rise above it.

congratulations 
LGBT Books To Prisoners 

Winner of the
2016 OPEN Community Grant

In 2015, LGBT 
Books to Prisoners 

sent 3,042 packages 
of books to people 

in 385 different 
prisons and jails. 

Since their founding, 
they have sent over 

5,200 books.

OPEN’s 
Community 
Grant will be 

used to purchase 
education and 

development books, 
particularly LGBTQ-
friendly and focused 

books, and to 
train volunteers in 

Wisconsin.

Learn more at 
lgbtbookstoprisoners.org

Become a Member 
Volunteer 
Engage

openmadison.org

KARMA CHÁVEZ lived and worked  
in Madison for the past 6 years,  
where she was an organizer for LGBT 
Books to Prisoners, and a host of,  
“A Public Affair” on WORT. She moved 
to Austin, Texas this summer.
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Support Us
You can make a secure donation on our 
website or contact us for information about 
planned giving.  Please consider joining one 
of our committees, volunteering at an event, 
or becoming a member of our board.

newharvestfoundation.org
Find us on Facebook!

A Member of

New Harvest Foundation
is the only foundation in South Central 
Wisconsin that channels charitable 
contributions exclusively to organizations 
working to promote lesbian, gay, bisexual 
and transgender (LGBT) rights, services, 
culture and community development. 
Founded in 1984, New Harvest Foundation 
is operated by a Board of Directors, along 
with other volunteers. It pools contributions 
of hundreds of donors each year to provide 
grant money to LGBT causes.  We raise 
money to give back!

Applying for a grant just got 
easier. The entire process can be 

completed online.

Three times a year, New Harvest 
accepts – from individuals, groups 
and/or organizations – innovative and 
compelling project proposals that seek 
to address the unmet or undermet needs 
of LGBT individuals and groups in our 
communities, striving to create positive 
change in the areas of social service, social 
change, public education, health care, arts 
and culture, and development of LGBT 
communities. These projects empower 
and support our lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender communities.

FEW PEOPLE CHAMPION the way 
for healthy LGBTQ relationships. 
However, harm, abuse, and 
intimate partner violence in 
relationships can affect all areas 
of life, including self-worth, 
relationships with loved ones, and 
community engagement. 

According to the Department of 
Justice intimate partner violence 
(IPV) is a pattern of behavior 
used to establish power and 
control over someone through 
fear and intimidation, regardless 
of how long partners have been 
in the relationship. IPV can manifest in 
many different forms in relationships 
and includes emotional, psychological, 
physical, financial, and sexual harm, as well 
as intimidation and use of threats, among 
others. It is cyclic and escalatory, and harm 
and abuse in relationships generally does not 
stop unless active measures are taken.

Though all types of harm in relationships 
can be damaging to the relationship and to 
the individual people in it, there are specific 
types of harm that are specific to LGBTQ 
people. Outing or the threat of outing is 
a method people may use to control or 
manipulate their LGBTQ partners. Belittling 
or denying their identity and forcing people 
into stereotyped relationship roles are also 
LGBTQ specific ways of harm. People 
in the transgender community may be 
targeted in other, more specific ways. For 
example, an abusive partner may refuse their 
transgender partner’s identity, pronouns, 
name, or methods of transition. Partners 
may police, or closely monitor and control, 
their partner’s behavior or gender expression 
for additional control. 

There are many ways that a partner 
can control or manipulate another in a 
relationship, many of which are normalized 
in society through the media and 
community. This is why it is important for 
all people, but especially LGBTQ people, 
to be mindful of the different types of harm 
and abuse in relationships. 

One myth persists that people in LGBTQ 
relationships either have no chance or risk 
of abuse in relationships. Paradoxically, 
another pervasive myth is that harm 
and abuse in LGBTQ relationships is 
particularly rampant and expected. The 
fact remains, however, that as a whole, 
the rate of IPV in LGBTQ relationships 
is very similar to the rate found in non-
LGBTQ relationships. These contrasting 
myths create environments that make it 
difficult for survivors to come forward 
for help around abuse, for people who are 
abusing their partners to recognize their 
behavior as harmful, and for communities 
to recognize IPV as a serious issue affecting 
many people regardless of gender identity, 
sexual orientation, race, ethnic identity, 
socioeconomic status, age, and other 
characteristics of individuals.

Though the rate of IPV is similar in both 
LGBTQ and non-LGBTQ relationships, 
there are significant differences based 
on individual identities and intersections 

of identity. Every two years, high school 
students participate the Youth Risk Behavior 
Survey (YRBS), a national survey on a wide 
array of topics, such as violence, safety and 
support, and mental health. The Wisconsin 
YRBS has included questions about sexual 
identity since 2011, which allows students 
to identify themselves as lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, heterosexual, or unsure of their 
sexual orientation. This inclusion allows for 
a comparison of various health behaviors 
and attitudes between different identities 
(though the Wisconsin YRBS does not yet 
include questions around gender identity). 
In the Wisconsin 2013 YRBS, 29.4% of 
LGB youth reported that they had been 
purposely physically hurt by a dating partner 
compared to 6.9% of heterosexual youth, 
and 37.2% of LGB youth reported being 
forced to do sexual things compared to 8% 
of heterosexual youth.

These health disparities stem from 
continued rejection and discrimination 
of LGBTQ people and are evidenced and 
reinforced through many systems and 
communities. There are many myths that 
reinforce a skewed and untrue view of 
LGBTQ relationships, such as the two 
mentioned previously. Many of these untrue 
myths mimic traditional gender roles. A 
common, yet untrue belief is that the abusive 
partner will always be stronger, bigger, 
or more masculine. However, physical 
characteristics do not dictate who has the 
power or control in the relationship. Another 
is that men fight each other and therefore 
this is not abuse. While it is true that society 
supports physical fighting between men, 
any physical harm between two people in an 
intimate relationship is abuse, regardless of 
their identity. A similar myth is that women 
do not use force or violence against one 
another, though this is again untrue. Women 
have the ability to use force or physical 
violence, and emotional and psychological 
abuse in relationships can be just as harmful 
as physical abuse.

The exciting and monumental progress 
that LGBTQ civil rights have gained through 
the 2015 Obergefell vs. Hodges ruling 
deserves celebration for many reasons. 
Though this is a phenomenal gain, this does 
not guarantee that LGBTQ relationships are 
happy, healthy, or supportive. It is crucial 
that communities and systems promote 
positive messaging around healthy LGBTQ 
relationships and create space for and 
appreciation of those healthy relationships.

Diverse & Resilient, together with our 
local and statewide community partners, 
works to address health disparities around 

IPV through direct preventative services 
and programming, intervention services, 
advocacy, public health research, and 
capacity building. Through community 
support, Diverse & Resilient will be 
publishing community-specific story 
cards to increase community support and 
awareness around LGBTQ relationships 
and the impact IPV can have. Diverse & 
Resilient is also increasing public health 
research in order to work alongside 
communities to affect change that meets 
community needs. In collaboration with 
statewide partners, a warm line will be made 
available to provide support and resources 
for LGBTQ individuals and loved ones 
around intimate partner violence.

If you or someone you know has 
questions around LGBTQ intimate partner 
violence, please visit rm2bsafe.org. If you 
or someone you know are in need of IPV 
services, please contact the Milwaukee 
LBGT Community Center’s Anti-Violence 
Programs. n

OURLIVESMADISON.COMIMPROVE ➔ OUR HEALTH  nnnnnn
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29.4% of LGB youth reported that they 
had been purposely physically hurt by  
a dating partner compared to 6.9%  
of heterosexual youth, and 37.2% of  
LGB youth reported being forced to do  
sexual things compared to 8% of 
heterosexual youth.

Building Healthier Relationships
Intimate partner violence affects LGBTQ relationships in unique ways, made more 
complicated by stigma and lack of positive messages—but change is coming,  
according to Katie Abbott of Diverse & Resilient.

KATIE ABBOTT earned her Bachelor 
of Science in Psychology and Bachelor 
of Arts in English at U.W.-Parkside. 
With over 7 years of IPV experience, she 
works across Wisconsin as a Program 
Coordinator at Diverse & Resilient.
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Breakfast 
and Lunch 
served daily

Dinner served 
Tuesdays 
through  
Saturdays

2827 Atwood Ave 
(608) 241-2200

info@daisycafeand 
cupcakery.com

Creative 
Cupcakes 

baked 
in-house 

daily.

IMPROVE ➔ OUR TASTE  nnnnnn

MY TRIP TO THE KICKAPOO VALLEY RANCH started with a drive out of 
Madison on some of the curviest country roads in Wisconsin. These 
are the sorts of two-lane roads that beg for a manual transmission and a 
firm suspension. My steed insisted I keep the needle on the tachometer 
above 4, and I may have exceeded the posted speed limit on occasion.  

After two hours of squealing tires and passing tractors my heart 
was pumping, my adrenaline up. Then I stepped out of the car at the 
ranch. I heard the gravel crunch beneath my feet, took a breath of air, 
and looked around at the lush green rolling hills and blue sky with 
decorator clouds—every bit of anxiety melted away, my blood pressure 
dropped, my shoulders relaxed, I forgot about all of my other concerns. 
And that’s exactly why people make the trek here.

Made up of eight beautiful, well-appointed, western-themed guest 
cabins perched on the top of a hill, a barn, llama paddocks, and out-
buildings, the ranch is 35 acres of heaven surrounded by the Kickapoo 
Valley Reserve. It is the brainchild of its founders, Cowboy Joe and 
Cowboy David. In 1993 they went West on their honeymoon and 
stayed at a guest ranch, where they fell in love with riding horses and 
life on the range. Desperate to relive the experience once they returned 

home, they found that there was no authentic guest ranch within five 
states, a miscarriage of justice they set out to remedy.

Joe and David found the perfect piece of land in 2003 and started a 
flurry of building. Horses arrived, and the ranch took shape. On May 1 
of that year they opened the ranch to their first guests. Cowboy David 
lead trail rides, Joe handled the business. Success was almost imme-
diate and the Cowboys were busy dawn to dusk, as one tends to be on 
a ranch. Five summers later and burnt out, however, Joe and David 
closed the ranch and got day jobs. That was a recipe bound to fail.

In 2010, the cowboys reopened the cabins—just the cabins. No gift 
shop, no trail rides. They focused on keeping things simple.

Cowboy David, however, had been building a reputation. For years 
he’d been baking cookies, and while folks had asked, begged—demand-
ed even—to purchase some, the cookies had been produced in their 
home kitchen and couldn’t be sold. They could only be given away.

“When a thousand people tell you they want to buy your cookies, 
you should sell them some cookies,” Joe advises.

The best way to describe the bakery side of the ranch might be “by 
popular demand.” The Cowboys relented and they converted part of the 
barn into the kitchen studio where David treats baking as an art form. 
They thought they would sell cookies through special orders and may-
be make a dozen or so available to cabin guests. This was not going to 
be a big operation.

The thing is, David is an excellent baker. His instinct, honed through 
years of baking and experimentation, is to rely heavily on spice and 
avoid too much sweet. It is a combination many wish more bakers 
would adopt as evidenced by the numbers of cookies the cowboys are 
able to move. The cookies are good, riding the fence between dry and 
overly wet-sticky. They are full of inclusions—depending on flavor—
nuts and chips, and little bits of yum.

Soon, the demands were for cookies, and cakes, and now SuperMuf-
fins™. The cakes follow in the footsteps of the cookies—more spice, 
less sweet—and quality ingredients. Yet no matter how good a cookie 
tastes once it has been shipped to New York City, or how magnificent a 
cake is in Madison, the magic is at the ranch.

Which leads to the most recent development: Yet more of the barn 
has been taken over for a small cafe, and because regular muffins 
weren’t nearly good enough, the SuperMuffin™ was brought forth into 
the world; an enormous, spicy, half-muffin-half-scone tower of sheer 
delight. The cafe is open very limited hours, and it is best to check the 
website before heading out.

It has been well over a decade since the ranch first opened for 
business and there have been lots of bumps in the trail. Joe and I stood 
at the top of the hill above the cabins and talked as we watched a rain 
cloud move up the valley toward us. I asked if they had an exit strategy.

“We are just getting started,” Joe replied.
The rain came, Cowboy Joe went back to the ranch, and I went back 

to reality. n

VIVIENNE ANDERSEN, a full-time REALTOR® With EXP Realty,  
grew up in California, but is not at all what the Beach Boys had in 
mind. She is a member the Wisconsin REALTORS® Association and 
blogs about the Madison Real Estate market at VivienneAndersen.com.

Rural Relaxation
A trip to the Kickapoo Valley Ranch yields beautiful 

accommodations, unfettered access to the night sky, and some 
of the most delicious cookies on this Earth.
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The best way to describe the bakery side of the ranch might be 
“by popular demand.” The Cowboys relented and they converted 
part of the barn into the kitchen studio where David treats 
baking as an art form.

(608) 665-3363 • www.fromagination.com

It’s all about 
making memories...

	 	 							•	Cakes	of	Cheese
	 	 	 •	Artisan	Food	Trays
	 	 	 		•	Wedding	Favors
	 	 	 				•	Unique	Gifts

WE SHIP
NATIONWIDE

Your REAL Alternative
Professional • Polite • Progressive • Effective • Trans*

Anything but Ordinary tm

(608) 425-0929 • Negotiation Ninja 
Vivienne.A@EXPrealty.com • VivienneAndersen.com
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HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN why some people are able to achieve things 
that seem impossible? As a young, rebellious, and outgoing teenager 
everything was possible to me. My mind was full of passion, 
dedication, and motivation. I was a part of a choir group during  
middle school and I couldn’t wait to see and explore the great clubs 
and activities my high school would have to offer. 

As a freshman at Milwaukee Riverside University High School I 
was curious to learn everything about myself and others. I wanted to 
be able to help all students feel free to be themselves without feeling 
judged or harassed by others. When I first learned about my school 
GSA I didn’t know much about what it was or what it was about, but I 
did my research and I joined. 

The reason I joined is because I was bullied in my school gym 
locker room for being LGBTQ+ and I was terrified, humiliated, and 
depressed. I knew that by joining GSA I could help make sure no  
one else ever had to go through the harsh situation I went through,  
because they would have protection, care, and support through GSA 
such as I did. Instantly, I had another family. 

This was the starting step to activism, where I was able to find the 
person I am today, to be accepting of all, and to stand up and be the 
voice that brings allies together within the GSA and our community 
to promote fairness and equality for all students to feel safe, accepted, 
and appreciated. My goal was to spread acceptance and tolerance 
throughout my high school. As my school GSA president, I pushed 
this philosophy through activities and campaigns such as the Day of 
Silence, Ally Week, and Words Hurt, Words Heal. These workshops 
were able to help build healthy relationships and acceptance 
throughout my high school. 

From everything I have experienced through my high school GSA, 
whether it is workshops, board meetings, or even summer camp at 
LTI, I’m beyond honored and ecstatic to have been part of my GSA’s 
journey and success. It truly reflected my life, memories, and my future. 

My support system has also been crucial to getting me to where  
I am today—my mom has always been by my side and never gives up 
on me. Ms. Kohut has been the best GSA advisor, constantly 
teaching, elevating, and pushing me to chase my dreams. And my  
three most motivated GSAFE advisors, Ali, Brian and Tim, who  
love me for who I am. They teach me something different every day 
and I hope to continue to learn from them all. I’m so grateful to the 
entire GSAFE committee, too, for believing in me and giving me the 
chance of a lifetime to be one step closer to making a change within 
our community. n

Safer Schools, Braver Youth
2016 GSAFE Youth Scholarship winner Keiana James talks about what motivated her to join her school’s  

GSA and work toward creating a safer environment for all students..
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 By joining GSA I could help make sure no one else ever had to go  
 through the harsh situation I went through, because they would  
 have protection, care, and support through GSA such as I did. 

CONNECT ➔ OUR FUTURE LEADERS  nnnnnn OURLIVESMADISON.COM Get 1% Cash Back

Refinance your current vehicle loan balance to 
our low rate between now and August 31, 2016, 
and you’ll receive 1% cash back*—up to $250 
deposited into your checking account.

Learn more and apply online at uwcu.org/auto,  
stop by a branch or call 800.533.6773.

*1% cash back rebate offer valid with refinancing a vehicle loan held at another financial institution to UW Credit Union. Rebate will be 1% of the total amount 
financed, less the value of Payment Protection, GAP and Mechanical Repair Coverage products, if applicable. Maximum cash back rebate is $250 per vehicle loan 
refinanced. In order to qualify for the 1% cash rebate, the vehicle loan must be funded on or after June 1, 2016, and vehicle loan application must be received by August 
31, 2016. Minimum loan amount is $7,500. Existing UW Credit Union loans are not eligible for this refinance promotion. Rebate will be deposited into member’s UW 
Credit Union Premium, Value or Access checking account 90 days after the loan is funded. Member must have a qualifying UW Credit Union checking account at the 
time of the loan funding. Checking account must be open and vehicle loan must be in good standing in order to be eligible for cash back deposit to be made. Certain 
creditworthiness criteria apply for loan approval. 1APR is Annual Percentage Rate. Rates subject to change. Rates reflect .25% reduction for qualifying checking account. 
2 36 monthly payments of $28.86 per $1,000 borrowed.

36 Month | Used Vehicle2

2.49%APR1

RATES AS LOW AS
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You + Madison.

STAY ACTIVE, STAY HEALTHY. Kaj lives the vibrant, independent lifestyle typical of 

downtown Madison’s only continuing care retirement community. At Capitol Lakes you can 

do a few laps, meet new friends, dine at your favorite eatery, or take in one of our many 

cultural programs. Ask any resident and they’ll tell you that you can be as social as you want 

to be and as active as your lifestyle demands. And remember, all levels of healthcare are 

right here, for real peace of mind.

Want to know more? We thought you’d never ask. Just call 608-283-2046 or email  

madison@retirement.org.

OFFICIAL PARTNER OF THE
WISCONSIN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Capitol Lakes is a Pacific 
Retirement Services Community Capitol Lakes is an Equal Housing Opportunity
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